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S Y S T E M 
Computational Studies of the Structures, Reactions, and Energetics 
of Selected Cyclic and Sterically Crowded Species 
Abstract 
The Gaussian-3 models of theory and other ab initio and density functional 
theory methods have been applied in the following investigations: (i) heats of 
formation for the azine series; (ii) heats of formation for some boron hydrides; (iii) 
the structures and thermochemistry of mono-, di-，tri- and tetra-rerf-butylmethane; 
(iv) the Diels-Alder reactivity and aromaticity of acenes and (v) the charge-
delocalized and -localized forms of the croconate (CsOs^") and rhodizonate (CeOe^") 
dianions. 
Our calculated structural and energetics results generally are in good to 
excellent agreements with the available experimental data. Such a good agreement 
lends confidence and reliability to those results with no available experimental data. 
In addition, our mechanistic results shed light on the reaction pathways involved in 
the studied Diels-Alder reactions. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Accurate and reliable predictions of the structures and energetics for 
molecular systems are the main objectives in quantum chemistry. At present, for 
systems with 10 to 15 heavy atoms and a slightly larger number of hydrogens, 
quantum mechanical methods for the calculation of thermochemical data have 
developed beyond the reproduction of experimental results; these methods are now 
able to make reliable predictions where experimental data appear to be uncertain or 
do not exist at all. In order to achieve the goal of accurate calculation of molecular 
energies, several theoretical procedure have been i n t r o d u c e d . I n the past decade 
or so, Pople and his co-workers proposed a series of ab initio methods, the Gaussian-
n (Gil) models,5-15 in order to achieve these objectives. Their aim is to develop a 
general procedure for accurate energies applicable for a variety of molecular systems. 
These theoretical procedures include: Gaussian-1 (Gl),^'^ Gaussian-2 and 
Gaussian-3(G3)9-ii methods, as well as their less expensive variants. Using these 
general theoretical procedures, the calculated energies of a variety of molecular 
systems with the aforementioned size are expected to have an average absolute 
deviation from experiment less than 10-15 kJ mol"'. The Gaussian-n techniques， 
based on a series of additivity a p p r o x i m a t i o n / c o n s i s t of a sequence of well-
defined calculations so as to arrive a total energy for a given molecular species. 
The G1 method is the first member of this series of theoretical procedures. 
Compared with G2 and G3, the G1 method yields less accurate results and is more 
computationally demanding. In this thesis, we mainly employ the G3 and its variant 
G3(MP2) to study the structures and energetics of selected chemical species. 
In addition to these ab initio methods, in this thesis, we have also applied the 
density functional theory (DFT)'^ to study the Diels-Alder reactions of acenes. 
1.1 The Gaussian-3 Method 
The G3 energy is an approximation of the molecular energy at the 
QCISD(T)/G3large level, where G3large is a modified 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set. In 
the G3 model, the structure of a chemical species is optimized at the second-order 
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M0ller-Plesset theory (MP2) using the 6-31G(d) basis set with all electrons included, 
i.e., at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. Based on this optimized structure, single-point 
calculations at QCISD(T)/6-31G(d), MP4/6-31G(d), MP4/6-31+G(d), MP4/6-
31G(2df,p), and MP2(Full)/G3large levels are carried out. Also, this model requires 
a higher level correction (HLC) in the calculation of total electronic energies (EQ). 
This HLC is: -6.386 x 1 0 % - 2.977 x for molecules and -6.219 x 
3 3 
10' - 1.185 X 10' 0 ? a - f o r atoms, in which n^ and n^ are the number of a and (3 
electrons, respectively, with n �> 哪.The HF/6-31G(d) or MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) 
harmonic vibrational frequencies, scaled by 0.8929 or 0.9661,^^ respectively, are 
applied for the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) correction at 0 K (EQ = EQ + 
ZPVE). 
The G3 theory has been used to calculate molecular energies, such as 
atomization e n e r g i e s , i o n i z a t i o n energies ,^ 'pro ton affinities,"'''''^ and electron 
affinities^ of 125 molecules for which these quantities have been well established 
experimentally. The average absolute deviation of G3 theory with experiment for the 
299 energies of these 125 molecules is 4.27 kJ mol'^^ Detailed methodology of the 
G3 theory is given in Appendix A. 
1.2 The G3 Method with Reduced M(t)ller-Plesset Order and Basis Set 
An economical variant of the G3 theory, G3(MP2), was introduced by Pople 
et al. recently. 10 The G3(MP2) model involves only two single-point energy 
calculations at the QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) and MP2/G3MP21arge levels, based on the 
. g e o m e t r y optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. The G3MP21arge basis set is 
the same as the aforementioned G3 large basis set, except the core polarization 
functions have been r emoved . � Once again, a HLC is also included to yield the EQ 
of the molecule, where HLC = -9.729 x lO'^^p - 4.471 x for molecules 
and -9.345 x lO'^^p - 2.021 x for atoms. Similar to the G3 method, the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) vibrational frequencies, scaled by 0.9661,'^ are applied for the 
ZPVE correction at 0 K to give the total energy of (EQ) for the molecule. 
It is noted that the G3(MP2) method is able to yield results with average 
absolute deviations of 5.44 kJ mol"' for the aforementioned 299 energies determined 
by experiments.9 
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1.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
The basis for DFT is the proof by Hohenberg and Kohn*^ that the ground 
state electronic energy is determined completely by the electron density, p(r). In 
particular, the set of self-consistent one-electron equations by Kohn and Sham'^ 
which include, in an approximate way, exchange and correlation effects. Substituting 
the mathematical expressions for the kinetic and potential energies，the total energy 
for N electrons (index i) and M nuclei (index a) can be written, without 
approximation, as: 
1 N M y 
K (n (n )dr, +1 j — ^ p(n )dr, 
L /=1 a=l ^ a —厂 1 
+ 去 举 2 + 五 
2 
where the first term describes the kinetic energy of N non-interacting electrons with 
density p{r), the second term represents Coulomb interaction between the electron 
and nucleus, the third term represents the Coulomb interaction between the two 
charge distributions, and the last term, the Exc[p\ functional, accounts for the 
exchange-correlation energy. 
1.4 Calculation of Thermodynamical Data 
The heats of formation at temperature T, A//Vr, in this work were calculated 
in the following manner. For molecule AB, its AJf t i at a given theoretical level was 
calculated from the corresponding heat of reaction A/"/Vr(A + B AB) and the 
respective experimental A/ftT(A) and A/ffr(B) for elements A and B. In the 
calculations of A//Vr for anions, we set the AFfrj value of a free electron to be zero. 
1.5 Remark on the Location of Transition Structures 
In this thesis, all stationary points on the potential energy surface were 
characterized by vibrational frequency calculations. In other words, equilibrium 
structures have only real vibrational frequencies, while transition structures (TSs) 
have one and only one imaginary frequency. For each TS, the "reactant(s)" and 
"prodiict(s)" were confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)'^'^^ calculations. 
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1.6 Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) Analysis 
The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis has been carried out for a number 
of species in order to study the bonding and interactions of the acenes as well as the 
croconate (C5O5 ') and rhodizonate ( C G O G ") dianions in Chapters 5 and 6, 
respectively. This analysis allows us to isolate the interaction energies in low-order 
perturbative expressions of easily interpretable form and to relate these expressions 
to chemical explanations. The bond interaction in the various isomers is discussed in 
terms of stabilization energies, A£(2), which is calculated by the second-order 
perturbation analysis of the Fock matrix obtained in the NBO analysis?' By this 
perturbational approach，the donor-acceptor interaction involving a filled orbital cp 
(donor) and an unfilled antibonding orbital (p私(acceptor) can be quantitatively 
described. Specifically, this stabilization energy is calculated by the following 
expression: 
. . _ >f 
\<P*^{2) — - 2 7 — 
匕(f 一 ^(p 
where F is the Fock operator and s^ and s^* are the NBO energies of the donor and 
acceptor orbitals, respectively.^^ 
1.7 Scope of the Thesis 
In the following chapters, the calculation results of a number of molecular 
systems will be discussed. The heats of formation of the azine series and boron 
hydrides will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3，respectively. In Chapter 4, a 
structural and energetics study of tri-化"-butylmethane and tetra-/er/-butylmethane 
will be investigated. The method employed in these three chapters were the G3 and 
G3(MP2) models of theory. In Chapter 5, the Diels-Alder reactivity and aromaticity 
of acenes are studied with the B3LYP and MP2 levels of theory. The structures of 
the charge-delocalized and -localized forms of the croconate and rhodizonate 
dianions will be discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, a conclusion will be given in 
Chapter 7. 
Editorial Note: Each chapter of this thesis should be treated as a separate entity. In 
other words, it has its own numbering system for molecular species, equations, 
tables, figures, and references. 
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Chapter 2 
Heats of Formation for the Azine Series: A Gaussian-3 Study 
Abstract 
Applying the Gaussian-3 (G3) model and its variant G3(MP2), and using the 
atomization scheme, the heats of formation (A//f) at 0 K and 298 K have been 
calculated for twelve monocyclic azines with the general formula N„(CH)6.n, n = 1, 
2, . . . , 6. Upon comparing the calculated results with available experimental data, it is 
found that the calculated structural parameters agree very well with experiment. 
Additionally, most of the calculated A//f values are well within 士10 kJ mol"' of the 
available experimental data. Thus, it is concluded that the unfavorable accumulation 
of component errors found in the Gaussian-2 methods is greatly reduced in the G3 
models. Also, the calculated A//f values for those azines with no experimental data 
should be reliable estimates. 
2.1 Introduction 
Azines are the six-membered heterocyclic compounds with the general 
formula, Nn(CH)6-n, with ii = 1，2,..., 6. This series of compounds range from the 
very familiar pyridine to the heretofore unknown pentazine (N5CH) and hexazine 
(Ne)- In addition, members of this series exhibit interesting chemistry. For instance, 
the Diels-Alder reactions between unsubstituted and phenyl-substituted acetylenes 
and 1,2,4,5-tetrazines have been studied experimentally and computationally.' 
Furthermore, substituted dialkyl-amino 2,4-triazines constitute a family of 
compounds with herbicidal activity. They also inhibit photo synthetic electron flow 
in higher plants.^ 
In our previous w o r k s , t h e heats of formation at 0 K (A//ro) and at 298 K 
(A//q98) were calculated using the Gaussiaii-2 (G2)) and Gaussian-3 ( G 3 / based 
methods. In the earlier report,^ it was found that the G2 methods suffer "an 
unfavorable accumulation of component small errors." Furthermore, this 
shortcoming may be circumvented using isodesmic reactions in the computation 
scheme. On the other hand, in the more recent report/ it was found that the 
aforementioned error accumulation is significantly reduced in the G3 methods and 
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hence the AHf values of molecules with the size of benzene may be calculated 
directly, i.e., using the atomization scheme. This result is important, as, for some 
compounds, the isodesmic reactions cannot always be written readily. 
In the present work, the AHF values of twelve azines are calculated using the 
G3 method, as well as a variant of this method, G3(MP2)7 The purpose of these 
calculations is twofold. First, by comparing the calculated results with available 
experimental data, the relative merits of these G3 methods can be assessed. Second, 
if the G3 methods prove to be trustworthy, their A//f results for those azines with no 
experimental data should be reliable estimates. 
2.2 Methods of Calculation and Results 
All calculations were carried out on various workstations using the Gaussian 
98 package of programs.^ The methods of calculation employed were G3 and 
G3(MP2) models of theory. 
Table 1 lists the total energies at 0 K (EQ) and enthalpies at 298 K (7/298) for 
the azines calculated at the G3 and G3(MP2) levels. To convert these results into 
A//f values for the azines using the so-called atomization scheme,3’4’9 the 
experimental 10 AHfo values of C (711.2 kJ mol"'), H (216.0 kJ mol"'), and N (470.8 
kJ mol"'), as well as the e x p e r i m e n t a l隨職 values of C (716.7 kJ mol"'), H (218.0 
kJ mol-i), and N (472.7 kJ mol"*) are required. The G3 and G3(MP2) heats of 
reactions at 0 K and 298 K for the azines are summarized in Table 2, along with 
available experimental data for ready comparison. 
The structural parameters of the azines, optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) 
level, are tabulated in Table 3. Also included in this table are the available 
experimental structural data as well as those calculated at other theoretical levels. 
The molecular structures and labeling of atoms for the azines are shown in Figure 1. 
2.3 Discussion 
We first examine the structural data listed in Table 3. Five azines, pyridine 
(1)，pyridazine (2a), pyrimidine (2b), pyrazine (2c)，and 1,3,5-triazine (3c), have 
experimental structural data"''^ available in the literature. Upon comparing these 
data with our calculated results, we see that the agreement ranges from good to 
excellent. The only relatively poor agreement occurs for the C^C^ bond in 2a: 
1.385 人 vs 1.375 人. Also, it is not surprising that calculations at the 
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MP2/6-311G(d，p) level for 2a yield slightly better results.丨 On the other hand, 
theoretical results for 3c at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level are very similar to ours. Finally, 
it is noted that hexazine (6) was reportedly observed in a matrix about twenty years 
ago, 13 which inspired a number of theoretical studies.'"^ 
Attention is now turned to the energetics results. Examining Table 2, it is 
seen that only the experimental heats of formation at 298 K of some azines are 
available for comparison, while there are no experimental AHfo values for azines 
found in the literature. Comparing the G3 and G3(MP2) b J i舰 values with their 
experimental counterparts, it is seen that most of the agreements are well within 士10 
kJ mol"', the expected error range for these two theoretical methods. The only 
obvious exception is the difference between the calculated and experimental A//f298 
values for 1,2,4,5-tetrazine (4b), which is about 25 kJ mol"'. Upon further checking 
of the literature, it is found that the "experimental" A / / ^ for 4b, 464 kJ mol'' or 111 
kcal mol"', was "predicted" by adding the bond A//f values in the following 
manner:'^ 2x35.3 kcal mol"' (A//f for N ^ N ) + 4x13.5 kcal mol"' (A//r for C ^ N ) + 
2x(-6.8 kcal mol"') (A//f for C^H) . Obviously, in view of the accuracy of the G3 
results for the other azines, there is no reason to believe that the value predicted for 
4b by such a simple additivity rule should be more reliable than the G3 results. 
Finally, for pyrazine (2c), the G3(MP2) and G3 A//098 values (207.0 and 209.0 
kJ mol"', respectively) may be considered as barely within 10 kJ mol"' of the 
experimental result (196.0士 1.3 kJ mol"'). 
2.4 Conclusion 
The heats of formation of twelve monocyclic azines with the general formula 
Nn(CH)6-n，n = 1，2，...，6, have been calculated using the G3 and G3(MP2) models of 
theory. Upon examining the results, it is found that the geometrical parameters 
optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level are in general in very good agreement with 
experiment. Also, most of the calculated M i n n values are well within 士10 Id mol"' 
of the experimental data. Hence, it may once again be concluded that the unfavorable 
accumulation of component errors found in the G2-based methods has been markedly 
reduced in the G3 methods. Also, the G3 results for those azines with no 
experimental data should be reliable estimates. Finally, it is pointed out that G3 and 
G3(MP2) methods yield very comparable results for the azines, even though the more 
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elaborated G3 model gives slightly better results for some members of the series. 
Hence, if computation resource limitation is a factor, the G3(MP2) model is 
dependable substitute for the G3 method. 
2.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has now appeared: 
Cheng, M.-F.; Ho, H.-O.; Lam, C.-S.; Li, W.-K., Heats of formation for the azine 
series: a Gaussian-3 study, J. Serb. Chem. Soc. 2002, (57, 257. 
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人 H ^ N �灯 1 � H 
H 人 i A H 八 N 人 N 
l，3,5-triazine 3c, Dy, 1,2,3,4-tetrazine 4a, C2v 1,2,4,5-tetrazine 4b, Djh 
又 2 乂、Nl 八 
N N II I II 
Lj 入 H N N 
H N 
1,2,3,5-tetrazine 4c, C2v pentazine 5, C2v hexazine 6, D(,h 
Figure 1. The molecular structures and labeling of atoms for the twelve Nn(CH)6-n’ n = 
1-6, isomers studied in this work. 
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Table 1: Total Energies (in Hartrees) at 0 K (EQ) and Enthalpies at 298 K (^ 2^98) 
for the Azines Studied in This Work Calculated at the G3 and G3(MP2) Levels 
EQ 7/298 
Azine G3 G3(MP2) G3 G3(MP2) 
1 -248.09290 -247.86761 -248.08759 -247.86230 
2a -264.10064 -263.87320 -264.09542 -263.86798 
2b -264.13679 -263.90868 -264.13160 -263.90350 
2c -264.12963 -263.90195 -264.12446 -263.89678 
3a -280.11543 -279.88569 -280.11029 -279.88054 
3b -280.14086 -279.91089 -280.13577 -279.90580 
3c -280.18390 -279.95312 -280.17884 -279.94806 
4a -296.12560 -295.89395 -296.12050 -295.88885 
4b -296.14664 -295.91486 -296.14160 -295.90982 
4c -296.15830 -295.92601 -296.15326 -295.92096 
5 -312.13765 -311.90400 -312.13253 -311.89889 
6 -328.12095 -327.88608 -328.11544 -327.88057 
Table 2: Heat of Formation (kJ mor') at 0 K (A/fro) and 298 K (AHnos) for 
Azines Calculated with the G3 and G3(MP2) Methods 
AH^' A//i298' 
Azine G3 G3(MP2) G3 G3(MP2) Experimental' 
1 157.8 153.7 143.0 138.9 140士 1 
2a 299.7 297.1 285.3 282.6 278.3士 1 
2b 204.8 203.9 190.3 189.3 196.6士 0.9 
2c 223.6 221.6 209.0 207.0 196.0士 1.3 
3a 423.1 422.3 409.1 408.2 416 
3b 356.3 356.1 342.2 341.9 334 
3c 243.4 245.2 229.1 231.0 226±1 
4a 558.6 558.6 545.1 545.0 
4b 503.4 503.7 489.7 489.9 464^ 
4c 472.8 474.4 459.1 460.7 
5 689.2 690.2 676.3 677.2 
6 8 9 ^ 8 9 ^ 8 8 ^ 
a To obtain these A//ro values, in addition to the EQ values given in Table 1, we also 
require the EQ values of the constituent atoms. At the G3 level, the EQ values for C, 
H and N are -37.82772, -0.50100, and -54.56434 hartrees, respectively. At the 
G3(MP2) level, the corresponding values are -37.78934, -0.50184, and -54.52519 
hartrees. 
b To obtain these AH^gs, values, in addition to the 7/298 values listed in Table 1, we 
also require the H{2n values for the constituent atoms. We can obtain these 
quantities by adding 五tmns + PV (= 2.5RT = 0.00236 hartrees at 298 K) to the 
atomic EQ values, 
e Taken from ref. 10. 
d See discussion in text. 
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Table 3: Calculated Structural Parameters (in A and Degrees) Optimized at the 
MP2(FulI)/6-31G(d) Level of the Azines Studied in This Work 
Parameter Calculated Expt. Other Parameter Calculated Expt. Other 
pyridine 1 1,2,3-triazine 3a 
NC' 1.344 1.338 " N'N^ 1.340 
C'C^ 1.394 1.394" N^C^ 1.345 
C^C^ 1.393 丨.392 a C 'C ' 1.387 
C 'H ' 1.088 1.083 a H'C' 1.085 
C^H^ 1.086 1.083 a H-C^ 1.087 
C^H^ 1.087 1.082 a N^N'N- 121.0 
C 'NC' 116.8 116.9 a N'N'C^ 119.7 
NC'C^ 123.8 123.8 a N^C'C' 122.2 
C'C^C^ 118.6 118.5" C^C'C- 115.2 
C^C^C^ 118.4 118.5 a H'C'C^ 122.3 
H'C'C^ 120.5 H'C-N- 115.1 
H^C^C^ 121.1 1,2,4-triazine 3b 
H^C^C- 120.8 N'N- 1.346 
pyridazine 2a N'C^ 1.340 
NN 1.347 1.330 a 1.340*" C^N^ 1.345 
NC' 1.343 1.341 ‘ 1.341 b N^C^ 1.335 
C'C^ 1.396 1.393 a 丨 398 b 1.395 
C^C- 1.385 1.375 " 1.367'' C 'N' 1.340 
C 'H ' 1.087 1.075 b H'C' 1.086 
C'H^ 1.086 1.075 b H-C- 1.087 
NNC' 119.0 119.3" H^C^ 1.086 
NC'C^ 124.0 123.7" C'N'N" 117.6 
C'C^C' 117.0 117.1 " N ' N ' C ' 118.0 
H 'C 'N 114.4 N'C'N^ 127.4 
H^C-C^ 122.1 C^N^C^ 114.1 
pyrimidine 2b N^C'C' 120.7 
C'N 1.340 1.340 a C 'C 'N ' 122.2 
NC2 1.342 1.350 a H'c'N' 115.5 
C^C^ 1.391 1.410 a H^C-N' 117.4 
H 'C ' 1.087 H^C^N^ 117.1 
H^C- 1.088 1,3,5-triazine 3c 
H^C^ 1.085 NC 1.339 1.338 ' 1 . 335� 
NC'N 127.4 129.7" HC 1.087 1.084 e 1.082'= 
C'NC- 115.6 115.0 a CNC 114.0 113.2 ' m . r 
NC^C^ 122.3 121.3 a NCN 126.0 126.8 ' 126.0 ' 
C^C^C- 116.8 118.6" HCN 117.0 116.6 ' 117.0 ' 
H 'C 'N 116.3 1,2,3,4-tetrazine 4a 
H ' c ' N 116.2 N 'N ' 1.335 
H^C^C^ 121.5 N'N- 1.346 
pyrazine 2c N 'C 1.337 
NC 1.343 1.339 a CC 1.390 
CC 1.394 1.393 HC 1.086 
HC 1.088 N 'N 'N- 121.6 
• CNC 115.4 116.3 a N'N-C 117.8 
NCC 122.3 121.8 a N'CC 120.6 
HCN U ^ HCN' n o  
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Parameter Calculated Expt. Other 
1,2,4,5-tetrazine 4b 
NN 1.339 1.333 b 
CN 1.344 1.341 b 
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N V C 118.2 









N ' N V 119.8 
N V C 116.6 
N ' C N ' 125.4 
HCN' 117.3 
hexazine 6 
NN 1.337d 1.337' 
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Heats of Formation for Some Boron Hydrides: A Gaussian-3 Study 
Abstract 
Applying the Gaussian-3 (G3) model, using both the isodesmic and 
atomization schemes, the heats of formation (A//f) at 0 K and 298 K are calculated for 
nineteen boron hydrides with one to ten boron atoms. Upon examining the results, it 
is found that essentially all of the isodesmic AHm and AH^n values are well within 
土10 kJ mol-i of the experimental data, the only exceptions being those for B I Q H H . 
Hence, the isodesmic G3 results for those boron hydrides (studied in this work) with 
no experimental data should be reliable estimates. On the other hand, the atomization 
scheme leads to much more inferior results, even though, as shown in previous work, 
the same method yields very good results for the (CH)6 isomers. A possible source 
for this deficiency of the G3 method has been suggested. 
3.1 Introduction 
Boron hydrides or boranes are compounds containing only the elements 
boron and hydrogen. Boron compounds have wide applications in many 
technological areas such as separation, catalysis, and radiation therapy and they are 
also potential high-energy fuels] The study of metallaboranes is one of the most 
popular topics in inorganic chemistry and boranes are often the precursors of these 
compounds. However, due to their propensity to explode, the thermochemistry of 
the boron hydrides is relatively unexplored. In the present work, the heats of 
formation (AHf) of various boranes with different sizes are calculated. These boranes 
include species having one to ten boron atoms: BH3, B2H6, B3H7, B3H9, B4H8, B4H10, 
B4H12, B5H9, B5H,,, BeHio, B6H,2, B6H,4, B7H,,, BsHi�，BgHn, BqHis, and B,oH,4. 
Recently, the unusual properties of boron hydrides have stimulated a lot of 
theoretical studies. Early in the 1980s，McKee studied the transient species B3H7, 
B3H9, B4H8, B4H12, and BsHg" by ab initio theory? The most stable structures of 
these boron hydrides were reported. Later, he also studied the five structures of B5H9 
and the transition structures linking them,� as well as the bridge hydrogen scrambling 
in B5H11 and BgHic/ In 1989, he attempted to estimate the AHf values of the boron 
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hydrides from their ab initio energies.5 The geometries of the boron hydrides he 
studied were optimized at the HF/3-21G level and the stabilities were calculated 
relative to BH3 and H2. In 1998, Feller and Dixon also obtained the A//f values of 
simple boron compounds/ such as BH, BH2, BH3 and B2H6, from ab initio coupled 
cluster calculations by using a systematic sequence of correlation consistent 
Gaussian basis set. 
In our previous studies on (CH)6 i s o m e r s , t h e heats of formation at 0 K 
(A//ro) and at 298 K (A//o98) were calculated using the Gaussian-2 (G2)^ and 
Gaussian-3 (G3)^ based methods. In the earlier report , it was found that the G2 
methods suffer "an unfavorable accumulation of component small errors." 
Furthermore, this shortcoming may be circumvented using isodesmic reactions in the 
computation scheme. On the other hand, in the more recent report/ it was found that 
the aforementioned error accumulation is significantly reduced in the G3 methods 
and hence the A//f values of molecules with the size of benzene may be calculated 
directly, i.e., using the atomization scheme. This result is important, as, for some 
compounds, isodesmic reactions cannot always be written readily. More recently, 
the twelve monocyclic azines with the general formula N,i(CH)6-n, n = 1, 2,. . . , 6, 
have been studied in a similar f a s h i o n u s i n g the and G3(MP2)" models of 
theory. Upon examining the results, it is found that the geometrical parameters 
optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level are in general in very good agreement 
with experiment. Also, most of the calculated A//t298 values are well within 士10 kJ 
mol'i of the experimental data. Hence, it may be once again concluded that the 
unfavorable accumulation of component errors found in the G2-based methods has 
been markedly reduced in the G3 methods. 
In the present work, the structures of the nineteen aforementioned boron 
hydrides are determined and their heats of formation A//ro and A/Z^gg are calculated 
using the G3 method. Both the atomization^'^ 'and isodesmic)，i3 schemes are used. 
The isodesmic scheme we have employed is based on one first devised for boranes 
by McKee.5 In this original work, energies were calculated at the MP2/6-31G(d) 
level. In the present work, energies are calculated at the G3 level of theory. 
Furthermore, we note that the isodesmic approach for calculating AH\- values using 
G2-based methods was first proposed by Raghavachari et al. in 1997.'^ The purpose 
of the present calculations is twofold. First, by comparing the calculated results of 
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G3 atomization and the isodesmic schemes with the available experimental values, 
the more suitable scheme in the study of boron hydrides can be found. Second, if the 
calculation method proves to be trustworthy, their A//f results for those boron 
hydrides with no experimental data should be reliable estimates. 
3.2 Methods of Calculation and Results 
All calculations were carried out on various workstations using the Gaussian 
98 package of programs." The method of calculation employed was G3 model of 
theory. 
After calculated the total energies at 0 K (EQ) and the enthalpies at 298 K 
(7/298), the results were converted into AHf values for the boron hydrides using the 
so-called atomization scheme^'^''^ and McKee's isodesmic scheme.$ 
When using the atomization scheme, the experimental'^ A//ro values of B 
(557.6 kJ mol-i)，and H (216.0 kJ mol"^), as well as the experimental'^ A/Z^gs values 
of B (562.7 kJ mol"'), and H (218.0 kJ mol"'), are required. 
In the isodesmic scheme, all the boron hydrides considered are derived from 
the equation: xBHs — boron hydride + yH2, where x and y are integer values 
representing the number of BH3 and the number of H2, respectively? Based on the 
G3 results of the boron hydrides, the AHf values (in kJ mol"') are calculated by using 
following equations: 
A//rr(boron hydride) = A//rxn,T + x[A//f(BH3)] (1) 
A//rxn,o =[五o(boron hydride at G3 level) + 少五o(H2) — xEo(BH3)] x 2625.5 (2) 
A//rxn,298 = [//i298(boi.on hydride at G3 level) + 少//f298(H2) - x//,观(BH3)] x 2625.5 (3) 
where the quantity A//f�BH3) is set to the value that yields the experimental A/ff of 
B5H9 and the constant 2625.5 is the conversion factor from hartree to kJ mol' ' . In the 
original scheme designed by McKee/? the AZ/ifBHs) value is set to the value that 
yields the experimental AHf of B5H11. The reason for this slight modification is 
twofold: it leads to better results and the experimental AZ/roof B5H11 is not available 
in the literature. Also, in McKee's original work, the EQ values were calculated at the 
MP2/6-31 G(d) level. In any event, in order to obtain the AHf of the boron hydrides 
by using the isodesmic scheme, we require the experimental AHf values of B5H9 at 
0 K and 298 K, also the EQ of H2 (-1.16738 hartrees) and H識 of H2 (-1.16407 
hartrees) at the G3 level. 
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Table 1 lists the G3 EQ and the AHFO values of the boron hydrides, along with 
available experimental data. The G3 H现 and the A/ZOQS values for the boron 
hydrides are summarized in Table 2, along with available experimental data for ready 
comparison. Also included in this table are McKee's results obtained using his 
original isodesmic scheme at the theoretical level of MP2/6-31G(d). 
The structural parameters of the boron hydrides, optimized at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, are tabulated in Table 3. Also included in this table are 
the available experimental structural data as well as those calculated at other 
theoretical levels. The molecular structures and labeling of atoms for the boron 
hydrides are shown in Figure 1. 
3.3 Discussion 
We first examine the structural data listed in Table 3. Ten boron hydrides, 
BH3(Z)3/, symmetry), BzHeCDz/,), B4H,o(C2v), B5H9(C4v)，BsHu{Q), BgHioCQ, 
B6Hi2(C2), BgHnCQ, BgHisCQ, and BioHi4(C2v) have experimental structural 
data5，i6 available in the literature. Upon comparing these data with our calculated 
results, we see that the agreement is good for most of the species studied. Still, poor 
agreements occur in the geometric parameters of B6Hi2(C2)，where the experimental 
values are derived by gas-phase electron diffraction (GED) studies. It should be 
pointed out that, on the basis of structural, energetic, and NMR criteria, the accuracy 
of the molecular dimensions for B6H12 derived by GED has been questioned by Biihl 
and Schleyer.'^ Additionally, the calculated chemical shifts for B6H12 based on its 
MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) structure are in excellent agreement with experiment.'^ Hence 
Buhl and Schleyer suggested that the GED data are probably not as accurate as those 
calculated at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) l e v e l . A l s o , the theoretical results for 
BsHtCQ, B3H9(C3v), B4H8(C2v), B4H8(Ci), B4Hi2(C2v), BgHmCQ/,)，B7H1 丨 a ( Q , and 
B7Hiib(C�calculated at HF/3-21G level and reported by McKee^ probably are not as 
accurate as ours. In addition, the geometry optimization at the G3 level for 
B8Hi4(Q) is reported for the first time; this structure has already been proposed in 
the literature. 18 
Moreover, the B4H8(C2v) structure is calculated to have three imaginary 
vibrational frequencies, while the B4H8(Ci) structure has no imaginary frequency, at 
the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. Therefore, we may say that the Ci structure of B4H8 
is more realistic than the C2v structure. This conclusion is also supported by 
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McKee's calculations,^ where the Ci structure is estimated (at the MP3/6-31G(d) 
level) to be more stable than the Cjv structure by almost 24 kJ mol' '. At the G3 level, 
the Ci structure is more stable by 13 kJ mol"' (at 298 K) to 16 kJ mol"' (at 0 K). 
Finally, the B 7 H i i a ( 0 structure is calculated to have one imaginary frequency at 
MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, while it has two imaginary frequencies at HF/6-31 G(d) 
level. Other structures of boron hydrides reported here have no imaginary 
frequencies. 
Attention is now turned to the energetics results. Examining Tables 1 and 2, 
it is seen that the experimental AHix, and bJ i觀 values of only a few of the boranes 
are available for comparison. Comparing the G3 isodesmic A//ro and t^H聰 values 
with their experimental counterparts, it is seen that most of the agreements are well 
within 士10 kJ mol'^ the expected error range for this theoretical method. 
Additionally, comparing the G3 and MP2 isodesmic results in Table 2, the G3 results 
are superior in most instances. The only glaring exception is the largest borane 
studied, BioHi4(C2v). The difference between the calculated isodesmic and 
experimental AHfo values for this system is about 26 kJ mol'^ and the difference 
between the calculated isodesmic and experimental t^H職 values for the same 
species is about 27 kJ mol'^ These disagreements may be caused by the calculation 
method that involves the accumulation of error in the A//f of BH3, as suggested by 
McKee? Since the A//f values of BH3 are estimated from the experimental A//f 
values of B5H9(C4v), so error of the A//f values of BH3 may be accumulated in the 
calculation of BioHi4(C2v). Therefore, it can be said that our method of calculation 
favors the smaller end of boron hydrides, i.e., those systems with eight or less boron 
atoms. 
Finally, we compare the A//f values calculated by the G3 atomization and the 
isodesmic schemes. Studying the results listed in Tables 1 and 2, we see that the 
atomization scheme underestimates the A//f values while the isodesmic scheme 
yields more accurate values. Furthermore, the atomization results are not very good 
even for very small boranes. This trend is disturbingly dissimilar to the one obtained 
in our studies of the (CH)6 isomer? and azines,'^ where G3 atomization and 
isodesmic results are quite close to each other. So now we are faced with a dilemma: 
Why does the G3 method with atomization scheme lead to very good 
thermochemical results for (CH)6 isomers and azines, but not for the boranes? It is 
recalled that all the Gaussian-n methods have a term called higher level correction 
2 0 
(HLC) which is based on the number of alpha and beta valence electrons to correct 
the fact that these methods do not fully account for all of the electron correlation in a 
pair of electrons. Furthermore, the parameters for HLC in the G3 theory "are chosen 
to give the smallest average absolute deviation from experiment for the G2/97 test 
set." So far as we can ascertain, the G2/97 test set contains only three boron 
compounds: BH, BH2, and BH3, and they are not our typical boranes. In other 
words, for the boron hydrides under study, the HLC factor might not be appropriate. 
This may be the cause for the inferior results obtained with the atomization scheme. 
On the other hand, with isodesmic reactions or schemes, the HLC factor drops out, 
and more accurate AHf values are resulted. 
3.4 Conclusion 
The AHf values of nineteen boron hydrides have been calculated using the G3 
model of theory, using both the atomization and isodesmic schemes. Upon examining 
the results, it is found that the geometrical parameters optimized at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level are in general in good agreement with experiment. Also, 
most of the isodesmic A//tD and 隨職 values are well within 土10 kJ mol'' of the 
experimental data, the only exceptions being those for B10H14. Hence, the isodesmic 
G3 results for those boron hydrides with no experimental data should be reliable 
estimates. However, the atomization scheme leads to much more inferior results for 
the boranes, even though the same method yields very good results for the (CH)6 
isomers and azines. A possible source for this deficiency of the G3 method has been 
suggested. 
3.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has now appeared: 
Cheng, M.-F.; Ho, H.-O.; Lam, C.-S.; Li, W.-K., Heats of formation for the boron 
hydrides: a Gaussian-3 study, Chem. Phys. Lett. 2002, 356, 109. 
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Table 1: Total Energies (in Hartrees) at 0 K (EQ) and Heat of Formation (kJ 
mol]) at 0 K (Mlm) for Various Boron Hydrides Calculated at G3 Level Using 
the Atomization and Isodesmic Schemes 
Eq (G3) AHm ( 0 3 ” A//ro(G3) AH7~ 
(Atomization) (Isodesmic) (Expt.) 
B H s -26.56752 ^ 103.2" 
B2H6 D u -53.19373 41.4 52.3 51.4 
B3H7 CS -78.59990 125.6 139.7 
B3H9 C3v -79.77148 112.4 128.7 
B4H8 C2v -104.02490 160.3 177.6 
B4H8 -104.03092 144.5 161.8 
B4H10 C2v -105.22318 77.0 96.5 
B4H12 C2v -106.34262 200.6 222.4 
B5H9 C4v -129.49303 81.8 102.1 102.1 
B5H11 -130.64840 111.1 133.8 
BeHio Cs -154.92102 108.6 132.4 
B6H12 C2 -156.08002 128.4 154.4 
B6H14 Cih -157.22752 178.4 206.6 
B7H11 a Cs -180.28058 315.1 342.1 
B7H11 b Cs -180.30093 261.7 288.7 
B g H u Cs -205.79882 105.0 135.3 
B s H H Cs -206.96519 105.5 137.9 
B9H15 CS -232.41007 88.0 123.6 
B10H14 C2v -256.70949 ^ ^ 78.1 
a To obtain these AHm values, we require the Eq values of the boron hydrides and the 
EQ values of the constituent atoms. At the G3 level, the EQ values for B and H are 
-24.64257 and -0.50100 hartrees, respectively. 
The A//ro(BH3) is set to the value that yields the experimental heat of formation 
A/ZroofBsHg. 
'Ref . 15. 
« 
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Table 2: The Enthalpies at 298 K {H298) (in Hartrees) and Heat of Formation 
(kJ mol-i) at 298 K (AHnos) for Various Boron Hydrides Calculated at G3 Level 
Using the Atomization and Isodesmic Schemes 
H灘 (G3) A//O98 (G3)a A//O98 (G3)”Ai7o98(MP2)^Mi舰 ^ 
(Atomization) (Isodesmic) (Isodesmic) (Expt.) 
BH3 -26.56368 942 9 9 p ^ 100.0 
B2H6 Diu -53.18914 26.1 35.8 3I.8 35.6 
B3H7 Cs -78.59443 107.3 1 19.9 112.1 
B3H9 Qjv -79.76496 88.4 102.9 117:6 
B4H8 C2v -104.01947 136.6 152.1 163:6 
B4H8 Ci -104.02463 123.1 138.6 
B4H10 C2v -105.21616 49.1 66.5 73.2 66.0 
B4H12 C2v -106.33378 169.1 188.4 223.4 
B5H9 C4v -129.48683 54.8 73.2 82.0 73.2 
B5H11 Ci -130.64071 79.6 100.0 io].7 103.3 
BeHio Cs -154.91394 78.7 100.0 95.7 95.0 
B6H12 C2 -156.07161 93.6 1 16.8 115.5 
B g H n C2/, -157.21656 141.9 167.0 168.6 
B7H11 a Cs -180.27253 282.4 306.7 329.7 
B7H11 b Cs -180.29176 232.0 256.2 392.5 
B g H n Cs -205.78997 69.2 96.4 80.3 (92.9) ^  
BgHn Cs -206.95536 63.8 92.9 
B9H15 Cs -232.39963 42.6 74.7 110.9 
B10H14 C2v -256.69958 -28.5 ^ 31.6 
a To obtain these b J i觀 values, in addition to the 7/298 values listed in the table, we 
also require the H{298 values for the constituent atoms. We can obtain these 
quantities by adding 五trans + PV (= 2.5RT = 0.00236 hartrees at 298 K) to the 
atomic EQ values. 
b The A//f298(BH3) is set to the value that yields the experimental heat of formation 
A//f298 of B5H9. 
'Re f . 5. 
d Unless otherwise indicated, experimental values are from ref. 15. 
e Estimated value from ref. 19. 
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Table 3: Calculated Structural Parameters (in A and Degrees) Optimized at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) Level of the Boron Hydrides Studied in This Work 
Parame te r Calcula ted Expt. Other Parameter Calcula ted Expt . O the r 
BH3 Z)3„ B4H12 C2,, 
H ' B ' 1.191 1.185a H 'B ' 1.178 
B2H6 D u H^B' 1.198 
H 'B ' 1.189 H^B' 1.291 1 .310� 
H^B' 1.309 1.314b 1309b H3B2 1.287 1 .310� 
B ' b ' 1.749 1.743 b 1 749 b h^B^ 1.182 
B3H7 c H^B- 1.200 
H'B丨 1.193 B 丨 B2 2.167 2 . 4 7 1 � 
H^B' 1.187 B-B- 3.199 3 . 5 9 3 � 
H^B^ 1.183 B 'B ' 2.819 3 . 2 3 5 � 
B'B2 1.655 1 .689� B5H9 C4,, 
B'B ' 1.992 2.080"^ H 'B ' 1.183 
B'H'-^ 1.381 1 .426� H'B- 1.186 
B^H''^ 1.292 1 . 2 7 r B'B^ 1.686 1.690*' 1.685" 
B3H9 C3�, B-B- 1.782 1.803 b 1.783 b 
H ' B ' 1.183 b2h2’2 1.341 1.352'' 1.342" 
H^B' 1.200 B5H11 C, 
B 'B ' 1.972 2 .256 ' B'B" 1.854 1.870*' 1.855^ 
B'H'•‘ 1.293 1 .310� B'B^ 1.809 1.760" I.8IO'' 
B4H8 C,„ B'B" 1.777 1.770b 1.778'' 
H 'B ' 1.184 B卞 5 1.735 1.720'' 1.737"" 
H-B- 1.184 B^B' 1.883 1.870*^ 1.883'' 
B'B^ 1.689 1.725 e B^B' 1.722 1.720'' 1.724" 
B'B' 1.668 1.666' B'B' 1.737 1.760'' 1.737*' 
B'H 丨’ 2 1.557 1 .656� B^B^ 3.063 
B-H''^ 1.252 1.241' B 丨 H1’2 1.245 1.090 卜 1.245*' 
B4H8 C, B-H'-- 1.438 1.670^ 1.437'' 
B ' B ' 1.763 1.813' B^H-'^ 1.398 1.300" 1.398'' 
B^B^ 1.753 1 .780� B^H''-^ 1.380 1.300'' 1.380'' 
B3B4 1.715 1.795' B^H-'^  1.262 ].220^ 1.262" 
B^'B' 1.614 1.618' b4h4’5 1.281 1.220" 1.281 b 
B'B^ 1.700 1.735'= B3H3’4 1.316 1.180*^ 1.317匕 
B�H1’4 1.381 1 . 5 4 r B4H3’4 1.354 1.180^ 1.354*' 
b4H1’4 1.302 1 . 2 6 r BfiH.o Q 
B'^H^'" 1.31 1 1.337' B'B- 1.732 1.737*^ 1.732b 
B^H^'" 1.372 1.343' B'B^ 1.781 1.794'' 1.782'^ 
B2H2’3 1.329 1.359 c 3334 1.741 1.736 b 1.741 b 
b W � 1.341 1.305 c B-B" 1.748 1.7531) 1.748'' 
BaHio C2,, B 'B ' 1.638 1.596^ 1.638'' 
H ' B ' 1.185 B 'B ' 1.800 1.795b l.800b 
H^B' 1.252 1.315b 1.252" B'H丨’ 2 1.329 1.35'' 1.329卜 
H^B^ 1.410 1.484b 1.410" B-R''" 1.327 1.31 ^ 1.327b 
H^B^ 1.197 B-H^'^ 1.369 1.48*^ 1.369'' 
H''B- 1.192 B^ H--^  1.298 1.32^ 1.298'' 
B 'B ' 1.714 1.704b 丨 714b 
B'B^ 1.835 1.856" 1,835^ 
B^B- 2.772 
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Parame te r Calcula ted Expt. Other Parameter Calcula ted Expt . O the r 
BgH.z C2 BsUn Q 
B'B^ 1.786 1.699b 1.786" B'B" 1.777 1.806*' 1.778'' 
B^B^ 1.727 1.913" 1.728'' B^B^ 1.820 1.822*' 1 . 8 2 ” 
B^B" 1.898 1.778b 1.899" B'B'' 1.715 1.720'^ 1.715'' 
B^B' 1.784 1.821 b 1.784b B2g4 1.802 1.808" 1.802b 
B^B" 1.714 1.777 b 1.714 b B-B^ 1.774 1.792'' 1.775*' 
B3H2’3 1.353 1.416" 1.354" B^B" 1.821 1.821" 
B2H2’3 1.295 1.200 b 1.294 b g i g ' 1.730 1.705 b 1.731" 
B^H'-^ 1.360 1.308'' 1.361 b B^B^ 1.647 1.684^ 1.647" 
B'H'-^ 1.289 1.308b 1.289b 5335 1.702 I.TIO*^ 1.702b 
BfiHn Cu B'H'•‘ 1.338 1.300 '^ 1.338'' 
H ' b ' 1.197 B 'h ' -^ 1.391 1.496b 1.391 匕 
H'B^ 1.195 B^H''- 1.298 1.287*^ 1.298'' 
H^B^ 1.310 1.322' B^H '^^  1.333 1.322'' 1.333^ 
H^ B^  1.312 1.316� BgHu Q 
H'B^ 1.190 B'B' 1.906 
F W 1.190 B'B- 1.924 
H^B' 1.312 1.322� B-B^ 1.775 
B'B^ 1.708 1.704'= B'B'^  1.783 
B'B ' 1.773 1.817' B V 1.733 
B^ B^  1.762 1.803"= B^ B^  1.789 
B7H,, a Cs B^ B^  1.727 
B'B- 1.986 2.087' B^ B^  1.768 
B'B^ 1.853 1.926� B'H 丨’丨 1.318 
B^ B^  1.783 1.797' B-H"'^  1.373 
1.769 1.816' B^ H"'^  1.279 
B'B^ 1.808 1.848' B3H3’3 1.332 
B^B^ 1.852 1.936' B9H15 C 
B'B"' 1.806 1.850' B'B- 1.840 1.86' 1 . 8 8 r 
B^ B^  1.556 1.558� B^ B^  1.925 1.95' 1.973� 
B'H'-^ 1.581 1.395'= B'B" 1.783 1 .84� 1 .823� 
B^H''^  1.234 1.232� B^B' 1.803 
B'H'-^ 1.372 1 .614� B'^ B^ 1.727 1 .78� 1 .753� 
B-H'- ' 1.306 1.314c 3236 1.739 1 .76� 1 .784� 
B7HU b C、 1.736 1 . 7 5 � 1 .746� 
B'B^ 1.700 1.665' B^ B^  1.771 1.77� 1.797� 
B^ B^  1.636 1.808' B^B" 1.75 丨 1.78� 1.788� 
B3B4 1.692 1.791 e B'B" 1.771 1.80' 1.788' 
B'B'* 1.733 2 . 2 5 7 � B'H' '" 1.400 1.463 = 
B-B'^ 1.746 1.887。 B'-H 口 1.257 1.241 ' 
B4B4 2.176 1.764' B^H^'' 1.324 丨 . 345� 
B^H -^'' 1.310 1.331� B ' H ^ 1 . 3 1 8 1.295� 
B4H4’3 1.359 1.292"= B'H' ' ' ' 1.338 1 .333� 
B10H14 Car 
B ' B - 1.775 1.115" 1.81 r 
B-B- 1.978 1.973' 2.01 r 
B'B^ 1.717 1.715' 1.742' 
B-B^ 1.780 1.786' 1.808' 
B3b4 1.773 1.778' 1.804' 
B V 1.770 
B2B4 1.745 1 .756� 1 .770� 
B'H'-- 1.332 1.347c 1 .326� 
B^H'- 1.317 1.298� 1.322' 
aRef. l . b R e f . 1 6 / R e f . 5. ^ 
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f 
H 丫 H � 约 , H 赛 
H H ' ,H h � � � . B 一 � 2 H � � Y � H 
BH3 D,, � B3H7 Cs B3H9 C3、， 
H'Bi U91 J!；!^； H;B； .,.93 H'B' 1.183 
二 I丨 7 4 9 丨丨 B 丨丨87 H^ B' 1.200 
BB 丨.749 HI3 1.183 B'B' 1.972 
B'B^ 1.655 B'H'' 1.293 
B'B' 1.992 
B'H 丨-2 1.381 
B^ H'-^  1.292 
Hi H1 , 
: ： H / H ^ 乂 ^H^ 
H 广 2 \ R Z ^ B ^ \ 2 / 
H " , • • B ^ 4 厂 \ 2 , H � A h y , ' ' H 4 
H 
B4H8 B4H8 C, B4H10 Cj^ 
H ' B ' 1.184 B'B^ 1.763 B-'H''' 1.302 H 'B ' 1.185 H^B^ 1.192 
H'B^ 1.184 B ' B ' 1.753 B ' M ' ' 1.311 H ' B ' 1.252 B 'B ' 1.714 
B'B^  1.689 B'B^  1.715 B'H'"' 1.372 H^B^  1.410 B'B^  1835 
B'B' 1.668 B-'B' 1.614 B^H^"' 1.329 H'B^  1197 B^B^  2 772 
B'H 丨 1 . 5 5 7 B'B' 1.700 的！" 丨.341 




B4H12 匸2、， B5H9 Q v 
H'B' 1.178 H'B^  1.200 M'B' 1.183 
1,198 B'B^  2.167 Il'B" 1,186 
H'B' 1.291 B^B^  3.199 B'B^  1.686 
丨 287 B'B' 2.819 B^B" 1.782 
H'B^  丨.182 B^H--^  1.341 
Figure 1. The molecular structures and labeling of atoms for the nineteen boron 
hydrides studied in this work. 
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^ H H H5 
^ z 
力 , B'B^ 1.854 B'H丨 2 1.245 
/ / ^ B \ \ B^B' 1.809 B-H'-^ 1.438 
H / / Z L \ \ \ H B�B4 1.777 B ' H " 1.398 
/ / / \ \ \ B-'B' 1.735 B'H-'-' 1.380 
/ / / \ \ B 'B 丨 1.883 B ' H " 1.262 
2 „ \ Y \ \ / 6 B^B' 1.722 B^H^' 1.281 
W / ^ H ^ 1.737 B ^ H " 1.316 
5 B B ' B ' 3.063 B'H^"' 1.354 
3丨：丨 h 7 
BjH,丨 C , 
H 
H4 I 1 h1 J ^ H 
H � 存 〜 Z 1786 
d 麵 2 i ii 
H \ \ / 1.295 
B6HIO C , 乂 / � \ H 3 二 丨 二 
B'B^ 1.732 B 'B ' 1.800 
B ' B ' 1.781 B ' H ' 1 . 3 2 9 
B�B4 1.741 B^ H丨.2 1.327 R> RR 广 
B^B^ 1.748 B W . ' 1.369 ^ 6 ^ 1 2 
B 'B ' 1.638 B ' H ^ 1 . 2 9 8 
> • 从 乂 舊 
H ^B— B®. 
V � ‘ h5 
BgHM ^ih B^Hiia C� 
H ' B ' 1.197 H ' B ' 1.190 B'B^ 1.986 B ' B ' 1.806 
1.195 H 'B ' 1.312 B ' B ' 1.853 B ' B ' 1.556 
丨 310 B'B^ 1.708 B ' B ' 1.783 B 'H ' ' 1 581 
H ' B ' 1.312 B 'B ' 1.773 B^B' 1.769 B'H'-^ 1.234 
H ' B ' 1.190 B^B' 1.762 B ' B ' 1.808 B'H'-^ 1.372 
B^B' 1.852 B ' H " 1.306 





B A i b C, b4 
B'B^ 1.700 B^B' 1.746 4 
B^B' 1.636 B ' B ' 2.176 卜I 
Q'B* 1.692 B'H'- ' 1.310 ^ ^ „ 
B ' B ' 1.733 B - ' H ' 1 . 3 5 9 ^ 8 ^ 1 2 ^ S 
B'B^ 1.777 B 饭 1.647 
B^B^ 1.820 B'B^ 1.702 
» B ' B ' 1.715 B ' H ' ' 1.338 
1严 • ‘ I H B'B-' 1.802 B'H'.2 1.391 
. B - “ Y \ H B-B' 1.774 B^H'- 1.298 
2T,��（\\ ^ ^ B F ^ \ R B'B^ 1.821 1.333 
H H \ > 3 � � / \ LU B 'B ' 1.730 
M w ' 乂 H 
4 B = — — B 5 
B ' B ' 1.906 B ' B ' 1.727 . B V ^ 
B'B' 1.924 B'B� 1.768 丨丨、、A 
B^B^ 1.775 B 'H 丨.丨 1.318 
B ' B ' 1.783 B'H'-^ 1.373 I 
B^B' 1.733 B ' H " 1.279 
B ' B ' 1.789 B ' H " 1.332 
B9H15 c, 
B'B^ 1.840 B V 1.751 
B^B' 1.925 B^B^ 1.771 
B^B' 1.783 B ' H ' ^ 1.400 
, , B ' B ' 1.803 B2H'.2 1.257 
H2 H M B^B' 1.727 B W . 4 1.324 
R ^ / B^B "^ 1.739 B^H''^ 1.318 
WwW - - b ' H "丨 
�H B'B^ 1.775 1,770 
4H B ' B ' 1.978 B^B-* 1.745 
B ' B ' 1.717 B 'H 丨.2 1.332 
B , O H , 4 C^V B^B' 1.780 B^H"-^ 1.317 
" B ' B ' 1.773 
Figure 1. (Continued). 
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Chapter 4 
Structural and Energetics Studies of Tri- and Tetra-位厂f butylmethane 
Abstract 
Applying the G3 and G3(MP2) models and using both the isodesmic and 
atomization schemes, the heats of formation (A//f) at 0 and 298 K are calculated for 
mono-/err-butylmethane (2,2-dimethyl-propane or neopentane, abbreviated as mono-
TBM), di-化r/-butylmethane (di-TBM), tri"e"-butylmethane (tri-TBM), and tetra-
rerr-butylmethane (tetra-TBM). Upon examining the results, it is found that all of the 
calculated b^H職 values are well within 士10 kJ mol"' of the available experimental 
data for the first three compounds. Hence, for tetra-TBM, a compound that has not 
yet been synthesized, the G3(MP2) results reported in this work should be reliable 
estimates. Moreover, we have found that the atomization scheme is slightly more 
suitable for the study of the smaller molecules, while the isodesmic scheme is more 
suitable for the larger molecules. Structurally, it is found that the equilibrium 
structures of mono-TBM, di-TBM, tri-TBM, and tetra-TBM have T办 C!, Ci and T 
symmetry, respectively. The energy minimized structure of each TBM molecule is 
determined and all structural parameters are generally in good agreement with the 
available experimental data. Furthermore, it is found that the innermost C-C bond 
lengths increase along the series mono-TBM < di-TBM < tri-TBM < tetra-TBM, a 
trend that is expected from steric consideration. 
4.1 Introduction 
Tri-/er/-butylmethane (tri-TBM), a saturated hydrocarbon molecule, is 
noteworthy because of the great intramolecular congestion arising from packing 
three bulky tert-h\xXy\ groups around a tertiary carbon atom. It is a classic molecule 
of unusual properties, which has intrigued and challenged chemists for over 30 years. 
Tri-TBM was first synthesized by Stiles and Lee in 1971.' Later, Bartell and Burgi 
conducted an electron diffraction study.^'^ They attempted to determine the structure 
of this highly strained molecule to illuminate its properties and explain its unusual 
vibrational spectra. However, due to the limited resolution of the electron diffraction 
data, severe approximations had to be made in the process of its structural 
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determination. Thus, it was assumed not only that the molecule had overall C3 
symmetry, but it was also supposed that the individual tert-huiyX groups were 
constrained to (local) C3V symmetry. This problem was pointed out by Bartell and 
Burgi in their initial paper^ where they noted: "...this adds to the evidence that the 
model with local Csv symmetry is too restrictive and that more, though probably 
quite limited, information can be extracted from the experimental data." In 1994, 
Hagler et al. reinterpreted the experimental structure of tri-TBM by Hartree-Fock, 
density functional theory and class II force field methods."^ Afterward, in 1998, 
Palmo et al. also studied the structure and the vibrational frequencies of tri-TBM by a 
spectroscopically determined force field (SDFF).^ However, energetics and 
structural studies of tri-TBM with high-level molecular orbital theory are still 
unavailable. 
Tetm-化rr-butylmethane (tetra-TBM), which has not been synthesized yet, is 
even more crowded around the central carbon atom than tri-TBM. We are interested 
in the structure of this molecule and are intrigued by its very long C-C bonds. We 
intend to compare the bond lengths of these long bonds with those found in other 
highly congested saturated hydrocarbon molecules. 
Mono- and di-/er,-butylmethane (denoted as mono-TBM and di-TBM, 
respectively) are lower homologues of tri-TBM and tetra-TBM. It is clear that di-
TBM is significantly less strained than tri-TBM. Meanwhile, mono-TBM, is 
generally considered to be unstrained. It has been the subject of several previous 
electron diffraction studies. 
In our previous studies on (CH)6 i somers ,^ ' t he heats of formation at 0 K 
(A//ro) and at 298 K (A//Q98) were calculated with the Gaussian-2 (G2)" and 
Gaussian-3 based methods. In our first study on (CH)6 isomers, it was found 
that the G2 methods suffer "an unfavorable accumulation of component small 
errors.，，Furthermore, this shortcoming may be circumvented by using isodesmic 
reactions in the computation s c h e m e . O n the other hand, in our subsequent study 
on the (CH)6 i s o m e r s , i t was found that the aforementioned error accumulation is 
significantly reduced in the G3 methods and hence the A//f values of molecules with 
the size of benzene may be calculated directly, i.e., using the atomization scheme. 
This result is important, as, for some compounds, isodesmic reactions cannot always 
be written readily. More recently, the 12 monocyclic azines with the general formula 
Nn(CH)6-n, n = 1,2,...，6,15 and 19 boranes with one to ten boron a t o m s , h a v e been 
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studied in a similar fashion by using the and G3(MP2)'^ models of theory. 
Upon examining the results, it is found that the geometrical parameters optimized at 
the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level are in general in very good agreement with 
experiment. Also, most of the calculated tsB職 values are well within 士10 kJ mol"' 
of the experimental data. Hence, it may be once again concluded that the 
unfavorable accumulation of component errors found in the G2-based methods has 
been markedly reduced in the G3 methods. 
In the present work, the structures of the aforementioned TBM molecules are 
determined and their A//ro and AZ/QQS values are calculated by using the G3 and 
G3(MP2) methods. Both the atomization^''®''^''^ and isodesmic丨3，丨4 schemes are used 
in the calculation of A//f values. The purpose of the present study is twofold. First, 
energetically, by comparing the calculated results of G3 and G3(MP2) atomization 
and the isodesmic schemes with the available experimental values, the more suitable 
scheme in the study of the TBM molecules can be found. Additionally, if the 
calculation method proves to be trustworthy, the calculated A//f results for tetra-
TBM, an unknown compound so far, should be reliable estimates. Second, 
structurally, congestion around the central carbon atom increases in the series mono-
TBM < di-TBM < tri-TBM < tetra-TBM. We intend to study the effect of this 
congestion on the structure and symmetry of tri-TBM and tetra-TBM. 
4.2 Methods of Calculation and Results 
All calculations were carried out on various workstations with the Gaussian 
98 package of p r o g r a m s . T h e methods of calculation employed were G3 and 
G3(MP2) models of theory. 
After calculating the total energies at 0 K (EQ) and the enthalpies at 298 K 
(付298)，the results were then converted into AHf values for the TBM molecules by 
using the atomization s c h e m e ^ ' a n d the isodesmic s c h e m e . I n the 
atomization scheme, the experimental® A//ro values of C (711.2 kJ mol"') and H 
(216.0 kJ mol' ') , as well as the experimental® 八//聽 values of C (716.7 kJ mol—丨） 
and H (218.0 kJ mol"'), are required. We used equations similar to those given in the 
paper by Radom et al•丨 8 for the calculation of the A//丨298 value of a given TBM: 
A//{298[TBM] = //298[TBM] -x{//o[C(g)] + 0.00236}—少{//o[H(g)] + 0.00236} + 
( 1 ) 
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A / / o 9 8 [ T B M ] = / /298[TBM] - x { / / o [ C ( g ) ] + 0 . 0 0 2 4 9 } — _y{//()[H(g)] + 0 . 0 0 2 3 6 } + 
xA//_exp[c(g)] + 少 A / /觀 exi)[H(g)] (2) 
A / / a 9 8 [ T B M ] = A / / r o [ T B M ] + A / / 2 9 8 ' " ' [ T B M ] - X A / / 2 9 8 ' ' P [ C ( s ) ] -
(v/2)A//298"''[H2(g)] (3 ) 
where x and y are the number of C and H atoms, respectively, in the TBM molecule. 
We note that eq (1) is more commonly used in the calculation of A H ^ values. In eq 
(2)，we have replaced the calculated A//298 (which is 7/298 - HQ, and HQ is simply EQ) 
value of C(g) (6.196 kJ mol"', or 0.00236 hartree) with the experimental result (6.535 
kJ mol"', or 0.00249 hartree). Such a replacement was first proposed by Radom et 
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al. One other way to obtain AH^gs values is to apply eq (3)，which has also been 
suggested by Radom et a l ” 
In the isodesmic s c h e m e , w e combined the bond separation reactions of 
Raghavachari et a l � * with the G3 and G3(MP2) models of theory. Specifically, the 
isodesmic bond separation reactions for our TBM molecules are: 
CH3(rer/-Butyl) + 3CH4 -> 4C2H6 (4) 
CH2(rer/-Butyl)2 + 7CH4 -> 8C2H6 (5) 
CHOr/-Buty 1)3 + 11CH4 — 12C2H6 (6) 
C{tert-Buty\)4 + 15CH4 — 16C2H6 (7) 
In order to obtain the G3 AHF of the TBM molecules by using the isodesmic 
scheme, we require the experimental® AHm values (in kJ mol' ') of CH4 (-66.8) and 
C2H6 (-68.4) and the AHnn values (in kJ mol' ') of CH4 (-74.5) and C2H6 (-84.0). 
Moreover, we also require the EQ and 7/298 values of CH4 and C2H6 calculated at the 
G3 and G3(MP2) levels, and these values are included in the footnotes of Tables 2 
and 3. 
Table 1 lists the electronic energy (E^) of the TBM molecules calculated with 
different symmetry constraints. In Table 2, the G3 and G3(MP2) EQ and the AHM 
values of the TBM molecules are shown. The G3 and G3(MP2) H298 and the l^H職 
values for the molecules are summarized in Table 3, along with available 
experimental data for ready comparison. 
The structural parameters of the TBM molecules, optimized at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level，are tabulated in Table 4. Also included in this table are 
the available experimental structural data as well as those calculated at other 
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theoretical levels. The molecular structures and the labeling of the atoms for the 
TBM molecules are shown in Figure 1. 
4.3 Discussion 
In this section we discuss the calculated results of the four TBM molecules. 
Where possible, we compare the G3 or G3(MP2) structural and energetics results 
with the available experimental data. 
Before proceeding to discussing each TBM molecule in turn, we note here 
there is an inherent difference between the "mean" bond lengths obtained by electron 
diffraction and the "equilibrium" bond lengths obtained by calculation.^^ The 
"mean" lengths exceed the "equilibrium" ones because of the anharmonic vibrations 
related to the asymmetry in the Morse-like covalent bond potentials. So, for 
example, taking into account zero-point vibrations, a typical C - C "mean" length is 
about 0.008 A longer than the "equilibrium." In the case of C-H bonds, the typical 
difference of about 0.02 A is greater because of the much larger zero-point 
vibrational amplitudes characteristic of the light hydrogen atoms. As we shall see, 
our calculated structural parameters are already in very good agreement with those 
obtained by electron diffraction. When the aforementioned corrections are taken into 
account, the agreement becomes even better. 
4.3.1 Mono-tert-butylmethane (Mono-TBM) 
Mono-TBM, also known as neopentane, is generally considered to be 
unstrained. From our study, we found that mono-TBM is a highly symmetrical 
molecule with Td geometry. In Table 4，we see that the optimized bond lengths for 
Ct-Cm (1.528 A) and Cn-Hm bond (1.095 A) are in good agreement with the vapor-
phase electron diffraction average:^ 1.537 士 0.003 and 1.114 士 0.008 A, respectively. 
Moreover, the calculated CtCmHm angle (110.9。）is also in excellent accord with the 
experimental results, 112.2 士 2.80.8 The C厂Cm bond (1.528 A) of mono-TBM is the 
shortest innermost C -C bond found in the TBM molecules studied in this work. 
We now turn our attention to the calculated A//f values. In Table 3, it is seen 
that the t^H舰 values of mono-TBM are -168.3，-170.0, and -170.6 kJ mo\'\ using 
the three slightly different atomization schemes at the G3 level, while the 
corresponding t J i 職 values at the G3(MP2) level are —167.0, -168.7, and -169.3 kJ 
mol—i. These two sets of values are in excellent agreement with the experimental 
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result,22 -167.9 士 0.63 kJ mol''. The corresponding A//f298 values of mono-TBM 
from the isodesmic scheme are -169.3 and -169.0 kJ mol' ' , also in excellent 
agreement with experiment. From these comparisons, it is seen that there is no 
accumulation of systematic errors 丨 3 in the atomization scheme for this molecule, 
which is not unexpected for molecules of this size. In any event, both G3 and 
G3(MP2), coupled with either the atomization or isodesmic scheme, yield excellent 
results for mono-TBM. 
Before proceeding further, we briefly comment on the results obtained by the 
three different atomization schemes, i.e., eqs (1) to (3). First, the results of these 
three methods, for all four TBM molecules, are in accord with each other to well 
within 士10 kJ mol' ' , the generally accepted error range of the G3 methods. In other 
words, these three methods yield results of very similar quality. Furthermore, the 
A//f298 values generated from eqs (2) and (3) of the atomization scheme are very 
close to that obtained with the isodesmic scheme. 
4.3.2 Di-tert-butylmethane (Di-TBM) 
Di-TBM is slightly more strained than mono-TBM. Both the C2 and Civ 
structures of di-TBM have been studied. In Table 1，we can see that the C2 structure 
is an energy-minimized structure, while the C2v structure is a transition structure (TS) 
with one imaginary vibrational frequency. Upon intrinsic reaction coordinate 
analysis，23，24 it is found that the Civ structure is the TS connecting two Ci structures, 
which are mirror images of each other. At the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, the barrier 
of this rearrangement is 2.3 kJ mol"'. At the G3 and G3(MP2) levels, this barrier is 
reduced to about 0.4 kJ mol"'. Clearly, this molecule is not very rigid. This finding is 
consistent with the conclusion of Bartell and Bradford^ that di-TBM "exhibits striking 
steric deformations due to its pair of inescapable GG' {gauche-gauche') 
conformations." Examining the structure of the TS more closely, it is found that the 
two adjacent tert-hwXyX groups of the TS respond to the steric stress by undergoing 
torsional displacements of 12° to form the minimum C2 structure. 
In Table 4, we see that the optimized bond lengths for the central Ct-Cq bonds 
(1.547 A) and the C � H t bond (1.100 A) are in very good agreement with the vapor-
phase electron diffraction average:^ 1.545 士 0.005 and 1.122 士 0.015 人， respec t ive ly . 
Also, the calculated CqQCq angle (124.6。）is in excellent accord with the experimental 
results, 125-128�.8 Furthermore, our results are also in agreement with those obtained 
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by MM3 and lower level ab initio methods.^^ It is also noted here that the Ct-Cq bond 
(1.547 A) of di-TBM is longer than the C厂Cm bond (1.528 A) of mono-TBM. The 
lengthening of the innermost C-C bonds indicates the increase of strain from mono-
TBM to di-TBM. 
In the work of Bartell and Bradford,^ the authors noted that the two adjacent 
tert-h\xXy\ groups of di-TBM undergo torsional displacements, tilting away from each 
other and opening up the central CqQCq bond angle to 125-128° to release the steric 
stress of the molecule. It should be pointed out that the central CqCtCq bond angle in 
di-TBM is extremely large for a tetrahedrally coordinated central atom; the 
"unstrained" CCC bond angles about secondary carbons are usually found to be 113-
114°. As pointed out by Mislow,^ *^ any departure from the tetrahedral angle disturbs 
the a character of the bonds and leads to the formation of bent bonds. He also 
postulated that, with increasing angle bending, there is a corresponding change in 
hybridization. 
Referring to the thermochemical data reported in Table 3，it is seen that the 
G3 and G3(MP2) t^Hnn values of di-TBM are -245.2 and -243.9 kJ m o r ^ 
respectively, using eq (1) of the atomization scheme. These two values are in 
excellent agreement with the experimental result,^^ -241.5 士 1.5 kJ mol"'. The 
corresponding AH舰 values of di-TBM using the isodesmic scheme are -248.3 and 
-247.6 kJ mol"', also in very good agreement with experiment. From these 
comparisons, it is again seen that, as in the case of mono-TBM, there is hardly any 
accumulation of systematic errors'^ in the atomization scheme for this molecule. 
Indeed, with eq (1), for both mono-TBM and di-TBM, the atomization scheme leads 
to slightly better results. 
For mono-TBM and di-TBM, both the G3 and G3(MP2) methods yield 
accurate AH^gs results. Indeed for di-TBM, the lower level G3(MP2) method yields 
even marginally better t^H舰 values. For the larger molecules of tri-TBM and tetra-
TBM, the resource requirement of G3 calculations would be prohibitively high. 
Hence we will only employ the G3(MP2) method for these larger systems. Based on 
our experience with mono-TBM and di-TBM, the G3(MP2) results for tri-TBM and 
tetra-TBM should still be reliable. 
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4.3.3 Tri-tert-butylmethane (Tri-TBM) 
Tri-TBM is a highly crowded and strained molecule. In this work, both the C3 
and Ci structures of tri-TBM have been studied. At the HF/6-31G(d) level, the C3 
structure, with all real vibrational frequencies, represents an energy minimum. 
However, at the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, the C3 structure has three imaginary 
vibrational frequencies with A and E symmetries. The vibrations with E symmetry 
will lower the symmetry of the system from C3 to C\. Hence, the C3 structure cannot 
be an equilibrium structure. Instead, we now have the C\ structure representing the 
energy minimum. As we shall see below, employing this C\ structure to calculate the 
G3(MP2) AHf values for tri-TBM yields results that are in very good agreement with 
experiment. Hence, we may conclude that the equilibrium structure of tri-TBM has 
C\ symmetry. 
In Table 4, we see that the optimized bond lengths for the central C � C q bonds 
(1.600 A, within three decimal places) and the C广Ht bond (1.102 A) of the C\ 
structure are in very good agreement with the gas-phase electron diffraction average:� 
1.611 士 0.005 and 1.111 士 0.003 人， respec t ive ly . It is noted that, in this experimental 
study, C3 symmetry was assumed throughout. Moreover, the calculated CqCtCq angle 
(115.2°) is also in excellent accord with the experimental result, 116.0 土 0.4°.3 
Furthermore, our results are also in agreement with those obtained by a 
spectroscopically determined force field (SDFF) and lower level ab initio methods.5 
It is of interest to note here that the innermost C � C q bond (1.600 人）of the tri-TBM is 
significantly longer than the Q-Cq bond (1.547 A) of di-TBM and the C � C m bond 
(1.528 A) of mono-TBM. The lengthening of the innermost C-C bonds indicates the 
increase of strain from mono-TBM < di-TBM < tri-TBM. Also, the central Ct-Cq 
bond of the C3 structure is 1.622 人，longer than that of the C\ structure (1.600 A). 
This is due to the large steric strain between the three bulky tert-buiyl groups in the C3 
structure. This steric strain is reduced in the C\ structure as the three tert-huiy\ groups 
undergo torsional displacements of 18° against each other. 
Referring to the thermochemical data reported in Table 3, it is seen that the 
G3(MP2) A//t298 values of tri-TBM using eq (1) and isodesmic schemes are -226.0 
and -231.4 kJ mol' ' , respectively. These two values are in good agreement with the 
experimental v a l u e ? -235.2 士 4.3 kJ mo\'\ with the isodesmic scheme yielding a 
better result. From this comparison, it is seen that, there is a small accumulation of 
systematic errors (about 5 kJ mol"') in this atomization scheme for this molecule. 
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Therefore, eqs (2) or (3) should be used in order to reduce the systematic errors. The 
two values generated by these two equations are -230.4 and -231.6 kJ mol'^ 
respectively, which are nearly the same as that of the isodesmic scheme. 
Before proceeding to tetra-TBM, it is pointed out that, as may be seen from 
Table 3, if we used the C3 structure of tri-TBM to calculate its thermochemical data, 
the A//f298 values would be in the range 170-175 kJ m o r ^ very different from the 
experimental data. This piece of calculated energetics data is an additional evidence 
that supports the C\ structure for tri-TBM. 
4.3.4 Tetra-tert-butylmethane (Tetra-TBM) 
Tetra-TBM, a compound that has not yet been synthesized, is even more 
crowded around the central carbon atom than tri-TBM. In this work, both the T and 
Td structures of tetra-TBM have been studied. The Td structure is calculated to have 
10 and 13 imaginary vibrational frequencies at the HF/6-31 G(d) and MP2(Full)/6-
31 G(d) levels, respectively, while the T structure has all real vibrational frequencies at 
both of these two levels. Therefore, it may be concluded that the equilibrium 
structure of tetra-TBM has T symmetry. In Table 4, we compare the optimized bond 
lengths for the central C � C q bonds (1.661 A), the Cm-Hm bond (1.087 A), and the 
CtCqCni angle (115.7。）of the optimized T structure at the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level 
with the spectroscopically determined force field (SDFF) results (1.683 A, 1.074-
1.088 A, and 115.9。，respectively).^ It is found that our results are in good agreement 
with the SDFF results except for the bond length of the C � C q bond. It should be 
noted that the SDFF results were derived from the rather crude HF/6-3 IG level. 
Therefore, it is believed that our calculated central Q—Cq bond (1.661 人）should be 
more reliable than the SDFF result. Moreover, the Q-Cq bond (1.661 A) of tetra-
TBM is the longest C-C bond found in the TBM molecules studied in this work. The 
lengthening of the innermost C-C bonds indicates the increase of strain from mono-
TBM < di-TBM < tri-TBM < tetra-TBM. We also believe that tetra-TBM should 
have the longest C - C bond among the saturated hydrocarbon molecules. 
Upon examining the structural data of unsaturated hydrocarbon compounds in 
the literature, it is found that the longest C-C bond length is 2.827 人，found in 
[Et4N]2[TCNE]2 (TCNE = tetracyanoethylene).^^ Less spectacularly, there are the 
long C - C bonds in 1,1,2,2-tetraphenyl-3,8-dibromobuta[/?]naphthalene (1.712 A), 
l,l,2,2-tetraphenyl-3,8-diiodobuta[Z)]naphthalene (1.734 A), and l,l,2,2-(2,2'-
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biphenyl)-3，8-diiodobuta|>]naphthalene (1.724 There are also other examples 
with slightly shorter C-C bonds such as those with lengths of 1.652, 1.653, and 1.688 
A found in trans-1,2-dihydroxy-1,2-bis(p-tolyl)-acenaphthene,^ ‘ (4R,S,5RS)-4-ch\oro-
3-phenyl-l,7-dioxa-2-azaspiro(4.4)non-2-en-6-one,^^ and hexahydro-1,2-dimethyl-
3，6-pyridazinedione,33 respectively. The last cited examples have bond lengths that 
are comparable to the longest C-C bonds found in the present work, 1.661 A in tetra-
TBM. 
Examining the geometry of the T structure of tetra-TBM more closely, we 
have found that the inner five carbon atoms retain the idealized Td structure. 
However, inclusion of the outer 12 methyl carbon atoms (but NOT the hydrogens) 
already reduces the symmetry of the aggregate to T. It is interesting to note that the 
central Ct—Cq bond of the Td structure of tetra-TBM is 1.723 人，which is longer than 
that of the T structure (1.661 A). This difference is due to the large steric strain 
among the four bulky /er^-butyl groups in the Td structure of tetra-TBM. This steric 
strain is reduced in the T structure as the four /er/-butyl groups undergo torsional 
displacements of 16° against each other. 
Referring to the thermochemical data reported in Table 3，it is seen that the 
G3(MP2) A//f298 values of tetra-TBM using eq (1) and isodesmic schemes are -133.7 
and -140.9 kJ mol"', respectively. From the experience of our study of tri-TBM, we 
believe the isodesmic result should be more reliable. In any event, the accumulated 
systematic error is still relatively small, about 7 Id mol"', and, based on the accuracy 
of the calculated results for mono-TBM, di-TBM, and tri-TBM, the error range for 
the isodesmic M i観 for tetra-TBM should be within 士10 kJ mol'V The two values 
generated from eqs (2) and (3) are -139.5 and -141.1 kJ mol'', respectively. Once 
again, these two values are essentially the same as the result obtained by the 
isodesmic scheme. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Employing both the isodesmic and atomization schemes, the AZ/m and t^H觀 
for mono-TBM, di-TBM, tri-TBM, and tetra-TBM have been calculated by using the 
G3 and G3(MP2) models of theory. Upon examining the results, it is found that all of 
the calculated t J i觀 values are well within 士10 kJ mol'' of the available experimental 
data for the first three compounds. Hence, for tetra-TBM, for which no experimental 
thermochemical data are available, the (isodesmic) G3(MP2) results reported in this 
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work should be reliable estimates. Moreover, we found that the atomization scheme 
is marginally more suitable for the study of small molecules, while the isodesmic 
scheme is more suitable for the larger ones. Structurally, it is found that the 
equilibrium structures of mono-TBM, di-TBM, tri-TBM, and tetra-TBM have Td, C2, 
Ci，and T symmetry, respectively. In addition, the energy-minimized structure of 
each molecule is determined and all structural parameters are generally in good 
agreement with the available experimental data. Finally, the innermost C - C bond 
lengths increase along the series mono-TBM < di-TBM < tri-TBM < tetra-TBM, a 
trend expected by considering the steric effect in these molecules. 
4.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has been written up 
and submitted for publication: Cheng, M.-F.; Li, W.-K., Structural and energetics 
studies of tri- and tetra-re/Y-butylmethane，J. Phys. Chem. A (accepted). 
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Table 1: The Electronic Energy (£；) (in Hartrees) for Mono-TBM, Di-TBM, 
Tri-TBM, and Tetra-TBM 
五e at at  
HF/6-31 G(d)a MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d)^ 
Mono-TBM C5H12 Td -196.33382 (0) -197.02325 (0) 
Di-TBM C9H20 C2 -352.45511 (0) -353.70094 (0) 
Di-TBM C9H20 C2v -352.45440 (1) -353.70006 (1) 
Tri-TBM C13H28 Ci -508.52125 (0)^ -510.33783 (0) 
Tri-TBM C13H28 C3 -508.52125 (0) -510.31558 (3) 
Tetra-TBM C17H36 T -664.54128 (0) -666.94137 (0) 
Tetra-TBM C17H36 Td -664.46634 (10) -666.86325 (13) 
a The number of imaginary frequencies calculated of each molecule is given in 
brackets. 
b The optimized geometry has C3 symmetry, even though no symmetry constraint 
was imposed initially. 
Table 2: The Total Energies (in Hartrees) at 0 K (£"�) and the Heats of 
Formation (kJ mol" )^ at 0 K (A//ro) for Mono-TBM, Di-TBM, Tri-TBM, and 
Tetra-TBM Calculated at the G3 and G3(MP2) Levels Using the Atomization 
and Isodesmic Schemes 
7 1 ^ ^ W Ih^' ' 
G3 G3(MP2) G3 G3 G3(MP2) G3(MP2)  
(Atomization) (Isodesmic) (Atomization) (Isodesmic) 
Mono-TBM 丁 - 1 9 7 . 5 4 3 9 2 -197.36164 -135.7 -134.2 -134.5 -133 9 
Di-TBM C2 -354.62505 -354.29595 -189.6 -187.9 -188.4 -187 3 
Di-TBM C2、，-354.62411 -354.29501 -187.2 -185.5 -185.9 -184.8 
Tri-TBM C, -511.19400 -147.1 -145.5 
Tri-TBM Q -511.17276 -91.4 -89.7 
Tetra-TBM T -668.06250 -28.3 -26.1 
Tetra-TBM Tj -667.99310 153.9 156.1 
a To obtain these AHFO values, we require the EQ values of the TBM molecules and 
the EQ values of the constituent atoms. At the G3 level, the EQ values for C and H 
are -37.82772 and -0.50100 hartrees, respectively. At the G3(MP2) level, the 
corresponding values are -37.78934 and -0.50184 hartrees. 
To obtain these AHFO values, we require the EQ values of CH4 (-40.45762 hartrees) 
and C2H6 (-79.72339 hartrees) at the G3 level. At the G3(MP2) level, the 
corresponding values are -40.42210 and -79.65120 hartrees. 
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Table 3: The Enthalpies at 298 K (丑298) and the Heats of Formation (kJ mol"') 
at 298 K {AHt298) for Mono-TBM, Di-TBM, Tri-TBM, and Tetra-TBM 
calculated at the G3 and G3(MP2) Levels Using the Atomization and Isodesmic 
Schemes 
A/Zngg" 卯 b AHnn A/Z^ gs" 
^298 "298 G3 G3 G3(MP2) G3(MP2) A/Zngs 
G3 G3(MP2) (Atomi- (Isodes- (Atomi- (Isodes- (Expt.)  
zation) mic) zation) mic)  
-168.3 -167.0 1 … 
Mono-TBM T,, -197.53585 -197.35354 - 1 7 0 . 0 -169.3 - 1 6 8 . 7 -169.0 
-170.6 -169.3 0.63 
-245.2 -243.9 
Di-TBM C2 -354.61186 -354.28276 - 2 4 8 . 3 -248.3 - 2 4 7 . 0 -247.6 -241.^ 士 
-249.1 -247.9 1.5 
-244.8 -243.5 
Di-TBM Czv -354.61169 -354.28259 -247.8 -247.9 -246.6 -247.2 
-248.7 -247.4 
-226.0 . 
Tri-TBM C, -511.17585 -230.4 -231.4 ^ 土 
-231.6 
-170.3 
Tri-TBM C3 -511.15462 - 1 7 4 . 7 -175.7 
-176.0 
-133.7 
Tetra-TBM T -668.04061 - 1 3 9 . 5 -140.9 
-141.1 
78.9 
Tetra-TBM Tj -667.95964 73.1 71.7 
71^ 
a We use equations (1)，(2) and (3) of the atomization scheme to obtain the AHnn 
values shown in normal font, bold font and italic font, respectively. For the 
calculation of these values, we need the 7/298 values listed in the table and also the 
//f298 values for the constituent atoms, 
b To obtain these A//098 values, we require the 7/298 values of CH4 (-40.45381 
hartrees) and C2H6 (-79.71891 hartrees) at the G3 level. At the G3(MP2) level, the 
corresponding values are -40.41828 and -79.64672 hartrees. 
eRef. 22. 
dRef. 27. 
e Ref. 28. 
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Table 4: Structural Parameters (in A and Degrees) of Mono-TBM, Di-TBM, 
Tri-TBM, and Tetra-TBM Optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) Level 
Parame te r Calculated Calculated E x p e r i m e n t a l Other ' ' 
Mono- /e r / -bu ty lmethane 
C � C , n 1.528 1.537土 0 .003 
Cm—Hm 1.095 1.114土 0 .008 
C,nCtC„ 109.5 
C , C „ H „ 110.9 112.2 士 2 .8 
H,nC„H„ 108.0 
Di- rer / -buty lmethane 
CI CIV 
Q-CqC 1.547 1.546 1.545 ave 1.552 
Cq—C„,d 1.534 1.535 1.545 ave 1.537 
1.532 1.530 
1.528 
C,-H, 1.100 1.101 1.122 ave 1.100 ave 









HtC.H, 105.3 105.4 105.0 
CqQCq 124.6 126.0 125-128 
QCqCm 106.0 105.4 106.4 105.6 
112.1 113.3 112.6 114.9 
113.8 115.2 112.0 
CqCmHm 110.7 110.6 
110.8 111.2 
111.3 
CqC.CqC,, 167.6 180.0 
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Table 4: (continued) 
Parameter Calculated Calculated Exper imentar Other'' 
Tri-/err-biitylmethane 
C, C3 
Ct-CqC 1.600 1.622 1.611 士0.005 1.618 
1.600 
1.600 
CcrC„,d 1.537 1.535 1.548 ave 1.544 
1.543 1.548 1.553 
1.548 1.565 
C,-H, 1.102 1.105 1.11 1 ave 1.088 









CqC,Cq 115.2 115.7 116.0 土 0.4 115.5 
C,CqC,„ 110.9 113.2 113.0 ave 110.6 
114.7 116.2 114.1 
114.1 114.8 
C„,CqCm 108.8 105.7 105.8 ave 101.8 
101.7 101.6 105.9 
105.7 108.8 
CqC,„H„ 111.7 112.5 114.2 ave 108.7 
107.7 108.3 109.1 
114.3 113.6 109.6 
114.9 112.9 111.4 





CqC.H, 102.9 102.1 101.6 102.4 
H„,C„,H,„ 107.1 107.2 104.5 
109.1 109.2 105.1 
106.5 105.6 106.6 
106.5 108.4 106.7 





CmCqCtH, 39.1 57.5 
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Table 4: (continued) 
Parameter Calculated Calculated Experimental Other' ' 
T e t r a " e " - b uty 1 methan e 
T T(, 
C � C V 1.661 1.723 1.683 
Cq-C 丨丨,d 1.553 1.554 1.565 
C„-H,„ 1.087 1.081 1.074-1.088 
1.095 1.093 
1.084 
CqCtCq 109.4 109.4 
CtCqCm 115.7 117.0 115.9 
C„,CqC„, 102.6 100.9 102.4 
CqC,„H„ 107.1 106.5 � 107.6 
113.5 114.6 114.0 
114.5 116.2 
H,.C,nH„, 106.1 105.5 105.2 
106.5 108.8 105.4 
108.5 107.5 
H 二 C q H m 116.7 116.5 
117.8 
CmCqCiCq 75.9 60.0 
a Ref. 8. “ 
b Data for mono- and di-TBM are experimental results taken from ref. 24. Data for 
tri- and tetra-TBM are spectroscopically determined force field (SDFF) results 
taken from ref. 5. 
c t = tertiary, q = quaternary, 
d m = methyl. 
'Re f . 3. 
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？ 1 (？ 
Mono-/er/-butylmethane Tj 
9 'I X 1 
9 人 o \ " ' ) ~ � C > — V ) c>(mV-o 
/ 6 ( > 一、、)o o f " ) — : ) 
Di-/er/-buty 丨 methane C2 Di-fer/-butylmethane C:�’ 
。為J气 � 
Tri-/er/-butylmethane Q Tri-/er^-butylmethane C3 
滅偷 
Tetra-/er/-butylmethane T Tetra-/e/'"butylmethane Tj 
Figure 1. The molecular structures and labeling of atoms for mono-TBM, di-TBM, 
tri-TBM, and tetra-TBM. 
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Chapter 5 
A Computational Study of the Diels-Alder Reactions Involving 
Acenes: Reactivity and Aromaticity 
Abstract 
Ab initio and DFT methods have been used to study the Diels-Alder 
reactivity and the aromaticity of four linear acenes, namely, naphthalene, 
anthracene, tetracene and pentacene. In total, eight addition pathways between 
ethylene and four acenes have been studied and all of them are concerted and 
. exothermic reactions. It is found that the most reactive sites on the acenes are the 
center ring's meso-carbons. Also, reactivity decreases along the series pentacene 
> tetracene > anthracene > naphthalene. In addition, the NICS results indicate 
that the most reactive rings in the acenes are those with the highest aromaticity. 
These results are consistent with those of other theoretical studies and experiment. 
5.1 Introduction 
The Diels-Alder addition reactions may be one of the most important 
classes of organic reactions. The mechanism of these reactions has been the 
subject of intense interest and debate. In this work, we are concerned with the 
Diels-Alder reactions of acenes, which belong to the group of the aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 
The behavior of linear acenes poses many unsolved problems.''^ Recently, 
Schleyer et al. have studied the relationship between aromatic stabilization and 
reactivity of the acenes.8 Their results indicate that there is no significant 
decrease in the relative aromatic stabilization along the acene series: the 
differences in reactivity depend on the change of aromaticity during reaction. 
Their conclusions contravened several early MO treatments and Clar's qualitative 
sextet concept of the acenes. 
In the present work, the Diels-Alder reactivity and the aromaticity of four 
linear acenes, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene and pentacene, are studied. The 
total energies of stationary points for the reactions between the acenes and 
ethylene are calculated at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level.'® In addition, we also 
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study the Diels-Alder reactivity and aromaticity of acenes by means of the 
reaction energetics and the NICS index.丨丨 The NICS (Nucleus Independent 
Chemical Shifts) index is a descriptor of aromaticity from the magnetic point of 
view. Our calculated results are in general accord with those of Schleyer's work. 
5.2 Methods of Calculation and Results 
All calculations were carried out on various workstations using the 
Gaussian 98 package of programs.'^ The structures of all the species studied in 
this work were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)'^''^ and MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) 
levels, while vibrational frequencies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
level. The frequency calculations were used to characterize the stationary points. 
In addition, the transition structures (TSs) of the eight reactions were also 
confirmed by intrinsic reaction c o o r d i n a t e c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
The NICS calculations were carried out in order to study the aromaticity of 
individual rings of the four acenes and the eight acene adducts. The NICS -
defined as a negative value of the absolute shielding - was computed at the ring 
centers at the HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory using the GIACV? method, based on 
the structure optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. The aromatic rings are 
those rings with negative NICS values: the more negative the index, the more 
aromatic the system. It is known that NICS values are not very sensitive to the 
basis set and the use of 6-31+G(d) is recommended.‘‘ 
Figure 1 shows the structures of ethylene (1), naphthalene (2), anthracene 
(3), tetracene (4), pentacene (5) and the eight acene adducts. Also, the rings of the 
acenes and their adducts are labeled. In Figure 2, the eight acene addition reaction 
pathways studied in this work are shown. The optimized products and TSs of the 
Diels-Alder reactions between the acenes and ethylene with selected structural 
parameters (in A and degrees) are displayed in Figure 3. 
Table 1 lists the total energies for the stationary points for the Diels-Alder 
reactions between the acenes and ethylene. In Table 2, the barriers and the 
exothermicities of the eight reactions, calculated at the MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, 




In Table 3, we see that the aroniaticity of the rings in acenes 2, 3, 4 and 5 
increases along the series A < B < C. In other words, the center ring is always the 
most aromatic one. In addition, the aromaticity of the center ring increases when 
the ring number of the acene increases. The NICS values presented here are in 
agreement with other theoretical calculations."''^ After the addition of ethylene 
into the four acenes, the aromaticity of the ring with ethylene decreases sharply, as 
expected. The aroniaticity of the ring next to the reacted ring may increase or 
decrease, depending on whether it is the outermost ring or not. If it is the 
outermost ring, the aroniaticity will increase. For example，ring A in 3b has a 
NICS value of -10.1, compared to -8.3 in 3. On the other hand, if the 
neighboring ring is not the outermost one, the aromaticity will decrease or remain 
unchanged. For example, ring B in 3a has a NICS value o f -10 .0 , compared to 
-13.3 in 3. The loss of aromaticity of the reacted ring has also been pointed out 
by Manoharan et al.'^ However, Clar's sextet theory,''^ which says that the 
increasing reactivity going from anthracene to hexacene is due to a gradual loss of 
benzenoid character of the acenes. Based on our calculations, we can see that the 
benzenoid character does not decrease from naphthalene (2) to pentacene (5). 
Instead, the benzenoid character shifts to the inner ring from the outer ring of 
acenes, i.e., the inner ring is more aromatic than the outer rings. These results are 
in agreement with Schleyer's work.^ 
All the additions studied in this work are exothermic and concerted 
reactions. The TSs shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the two new C-C bonds in each 
reaction are formed synchronously. In the TSs, the C " C distances for the bonds 
about to be formed are in the range between 2.177 and 2.342 人，with the longest 
distance being found in 5c-TS, which is 2.342 人.This implies that reaction 5c 
(addition of ethylene to the center ring of pentacene) has the earliest TS. On the 
other hand, reaction 2a (addition of ethylene into naphthalene) has the latest TS, 
the corresponding C" C distance in 2a-TS is 2.177 A. For other TSs, the 
respective C…C distances are: 2.197 A in 3a-TS, 2.269 A in 3b-TS, 2.205 A in 
4a-TS，2.302 A in 4b-TS, 2.208 A in 5a-TS and 2.315 A in 5b-TS. We see that 
these C"'C distances in the TSs correlate well with the aromaticity of the acenes: 
the more aromatic the ring of the acenes, the longer the C " C distances in the TSs. 
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Examining Table 2, it is found that the reaction with the largest 
exothermicity and the smallest barrier among the eight reactions studied is 5c， 
with the ethylene molecule attacking the center ring of pentacene. This implies 
that this reaction is most favored energetically. When we compare the reactions 
of 3a and 3b, we find that 3b is more favored. In other words, among the five 
rings in pentacene, the most aromatic (center) ring is also the most reactive. At 
the same time, its neighboring rings are less reactive, and the outer rings are least 
reactive. For tetracene, again the two center rings are more reactive than the outer 
rings. For anthracene, the center ring is also more reactive than the outer rings. 
On comparing the reactivity of the acenes, we find that reactivity decreases along 
the series pentacene > tetracene > anthracene > naphthalene. Interestingly, we 
find that the reactivity of acenes is related to their aromaticity. When the 
aromaticity of an individual ring is high, its Diels-Alder reaction will have a larger 
exothermicity and smaller barrier. Therefore, the most reactive rings in the acenes 
are those with the highest aromaticity. 
In a complementary study, an Natural Bond Orbital analysis 
shows that the acenes studied in this work have strongly delocalized structures 
and the four carbon atoms next to the meso-carbons of the inner ring have the 
smallest natural charges. These results imply that these four carbons in the inner 
ring are electron-deficient. Therefore the addition of ethylene at the meso-carbons 
of the inner ring stabilizes the ring and reduces the electron-deficiency of the four 
carbon atoms. These results are in accord with the findings of Schleyer et al.^ that 
the coefficients of the HOMOs are "consistent with the regioselectivity of Diels-
Alder reactions that prefer the middle rings (despite their greater aromaticity)." 
Finally, we compare our calculated results with experiments. Aromatic 
systems such as benzene and naphthalene are relatively unreactive when normal 
dienophiles are used, but with the highly reactive dicyanoacetylene they give 
[4+2] cycloadducts.2i In 1979, Biermann and Schmidt) studied the Diels-Alder 
reactivity of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. They measured the rates of 
reaction of 21 acene-type hydrocarbons with excess maleic anhydride at 91.5 °C 
in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. They found that anthracene, tetracene and pentacene, 
among others, react cleanly under these conditions, while benzene and 
naphthalene show no noticeable Diels-Alder reactivity. The measured second-
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order rate constants (in L M"' s"') of the reactions involving anthracene, tetracene 
and pentacene are 2.27x10"^ 9.42x10'^ and 1.64, respectively. Additionally, they 
found that the most reactive positions of the linear acenes are the meso-carbons of 
the inner ring in each acene. These experimental outcomes are in total accord 
with the computational results reported here. 
. 5 . 4 Conclusion 
In this work, we study the reactivity and aromaticity of four linear acenes 
and eight acene adducts. It is found that all eight reactions are concerted and 
exothermic. The most favorable reaction pathway is 5c，with ethylene adding to 
the center ring of pentacene. Also, the reactivity of an acene increases with the 
number of rings in the molecule. For each acene, the most reactive sites of 
reaction are the center ring's meso-carbons. 
In addition, the NICS method is used to study the aromaticity of the 
acenes. It is found that the aromaticity of these systems increases with the 
increase in the number of rings. The NICS values show that the center rings in 
linear acenes are more aromatic than the outer ones, i.e, the most reactive ring in 
each acene is also the most aromatic one. Furthermore, the aromaticity of the 
outer rings decreases rapidly with increasing number of rings. Additionally, the 
aromaticity of the acene Diels-Alder adducts is also studied. The results reported 
here are in accord with those of Schleyer et al.^ They are also consistent with the 
results of the experimental studies involving acenes and maleic anhydride. 
5.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has now appeared: 
Cheng, M.-F.; Li, W.-K., A computational study of the Diels-Alder reactions 
involving acenes: reactivity and aromaticity, Chem. Phys. Lett. 2003，368, 630. 
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Table 1: Total Energies for Stationary Points for the Diels-Alder Reactions 
between the Acenes and Ethylene 
Species Point Group Total Energy Total Energy 
(Hartree) (Hartree) 
B3LYP/6-3 lG(d) MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) 
Reactant: 
1 Dih -78.58746 -78.29429 
2 D2h -385.89273 -384.66460 
3 D u -539.53052 -537.83601 
4 D u -693.16581 -691.00509 
5 D u -846.79994 -844.17329 
Product: 
2a C, -464.48414 -462.98954 
3a C, -618.12931 -616.16875 
3b C2、， -618.14900 -616.19293 
4a C, -771.76772 -769.34073 
4b C, -771.79391 -769.37225 
5a C, -925.40335 -922.51003 
5b C, -925.43221 -922.54428 
5c C2�’ -925.43876 -922.55169 
Transition State: 
2a-TS C, -464.42590 -462.92508 
3a-TS C, -618.06710 -616.10004 
3b-TS C2v -618.07602 -616.1 1 135 
4a-TS C, -771.70382 -769.27036 
4b-TS C, -771.71528 -769.28431 
Sa-TS C, -925.33864 -922.43901 
5b-TS C, -925.35126 -922.45410 
Sc-TS C2、， -925.35414 -922.45758 
Reactants: 
2 + 1 -464.48019 -462.95889 
3 + 1 -618.11798 -616.13030 
4 + 1 -771.75327 -769.29938 
5 + 1 -925.38740 -922.46758 
Table 2: Barriers and Exothermicities of the Diels-Alder Reactions between the 
Acenes and Ethylene Calculated at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) Level 
Reaction Barrier Exothermicity 
(kJ mol-i) ( k J m o r ' ) 
2a 88.8 -80.5 
3a 79.4 -101.0 
3b 49.8 -164.4 
4a 76.2 -108.6 
4b 39.6 -191.3 
5a 75.0 -111.5 
5b 35.4 -201.4 
5c ^ -220.8 
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Table 3: GIAO-SCF Calculated NICSs (ppm) for the Acenes and Acene 
Adducts 
Species Ring Point group NICS NICS NICS 
6-31+G(d)a 6-31+G(d)b 6-31+G(d)c 
Benzene Dg/, -9.7 -9.7 
Naphthalene 2 A Dy, -10.0 -9.9 
2a, ring with C2H4 A C, -2.5 
ring without C2H4 B -10.2 
Anthracene 3, outer ring A Dy, -8.3 -8.2 
central ring B -13.3 -13.3 
3a， ring with C2H4 A C, -1.9 
central ring B -10.0 
outer ring C -10.2 
3b, outer ring A C2,, -10.1 
ring with C2H4 B -1.0 
Tetracene 4, outer ring A D21, -6.8 -7.1 
central ring B -13.1 -13 .4 . 
4a, ring with C2H4 A C, -1.7 
central ring B -8.2 
central ring C -13.1 
outer ring D -8.6 
4b, outer ring A C.�. -10.0 
ring with C2H4 B -0.4 
central ring C -9.8 
outer ring D -10.1 
Pentacene 5, outer ring A £>2/, -5.5 -5.8 
middle ring B -12.0 -12.4 
central ring C -14.3 -14.6 
5a, ring with C2H4 A C, -1.7 
middle ring B -6.6 
central ring C -12.6 
middle ring D -13.2 
outer ring E -6.9 
5b, outer ring A C,. -10.0 
ring with C2H4 B -0.3 
central ring C -8.0 
middle ring D -13.0 
outer ring E -8.5 
5c, outer ring A C2、， -10.1 
middle ring B -9.8 
ring with C2H4 C OJ  
a HF/6-31+G(d) NICS calculations based on the B3LYP/6-31G(d) structures, 
b Values taken from ref. 11. 
c Values taken from ref. 18. 
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Figure 1. Labeling of the rings in the acenes and acene adducts studied in this work. 
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Chapter 6 
A Computational Study of the Charge-Delocalized and Charge-
Localized Forms of the Croconate and Rhodizonate Dianions 
Abstract 
Ab initio and DFT calculations have been used to study the geometries of 
croconate (CsOs^") and rhodizonate (C606^") dianions in isolated, metal complexes 
and hydrogen-bonded situations. Both the charged-localized (C2v) and charged-
delocalized (Z)„/,) forms of the dianions have been studied. 
Calculations for an isolated charged-localized (n = 5 and 6) system 
with imposed Cjv symmetry at a variety of theoretical levels have been carried out. 
The optimized C - C and C - 0 bond lengths are not significantly different from those 
for the charge-delocalized form with Z)„/, symmetry. Thus it appears that the C*2v 
tautomer of the dianions cannot exist as a single entity. Instead, this form of the 
dianions can exist only in the presence of counter cation(s) or in hydrogen-bonded 
networks. In such situations, the computed bond lengths of the dianions are in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 
For the Dsh tautomer of C5O52-, we have found that the HF/3-21G(d) and 
CASSCF(n,m)/3-21G(d) levels of theory yield C - C and C - 0 bond lengths that are 
within the experimental range. However, for the Deh tautomer of C606^", all the 
theoretical methods we have tried led to optimized C - C bond lengths that are too 
long. 
6.1 Introduction 
In the early 1960s, West et al. suggested that monocyclic oxocarbon dianions 
of general formula C„On^" should constitute a new series of "aromatic" compound.' 
Here, the "oxocarbon" designates compounds in which all, or nearly all, of the 
carbon atoms are attached to carbonyl or enolic oxygens or to their hydrated 
1 -J  
equivalents. ’ The most famous monocyclic oxocarban species are the deltate 
(C3O32-), squarate (C4O42-)，croconate (CsOs^") and rhodizonate (CeOe^") dianions. 
The IR and Raman spectra, along with the deduced force constants, indicated that 
C 4 O / ' and CsOs^' have D,,/, symmetry,4 and this was confirmed later by X-ray 
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analysis.5'6 The Urey-Bradly force fields of C„On^" (n = 3 / 4 and were compared 
with those of aromatic species such as benzene, the cyclopentadienyl anion, and the 
cyclopropenyl cation. The C - C stretching force constants for C4O42- and CsOs^' are 
greater than those for a C - C single bond and those for the CsOs^" dianion are as large 
as those of benzene. This indicates extensive electron delocalization over the 
oxocarbon rings. The large delocalization energies estimated by West and Powell^ 
were consistent with this observation. 
However, Dewar et al.^''^ and Hess and Schaad'' pointed out that 
delocalization energy should not be used as a measure of aromatic stabilization. 
Almost all conjugated systems, even very labile ones, are known to have significant 
delocalization energies. Delocalization energies of familiar carbocyclic systems can 
seldom be arranged in the experimental order of stability.'^ The present consensus is 
that any aromaticity index of a cyclic conjugated system must be related to some 
thermodynamic stability estimated relative to an appropriate olefinic reference 
structure. Using graph theory, Aihara'^ calculated the topological resonance energy 
(TRE) and diamagnetic susceptibilities of C„On^" and also found that the degree of 
aromaticity decreases with increasing ring size. This conclusion was supported 
further by the semiempirical and ab initio results on the IR frequencies and 
diamagnetic anisotropics of CnO,i^ " reported by Ha et al.'"^ Jug also reached similar 
conclusions using bond orders as an alternative criterion.'^ In recent years, Schleyer 
et al. carried out ab initio calculation on CnOp "^ (n = 3-6) and also concluded that the 
aromaticity decrease with increasing ring size.!6 They found that C3O32-，C4O42- and 
CsOs^" have symmetries of D31,, D", and Dsh, respectively, while CeOe^" has C2 
symmetry. Note that C„On^" have only two tt electrons assigned to the carbon rings, 
and one would expect decreasing aromaticity with the ring size on this basis. 
Recently, Mak and co-workers reported that charged-localized (C2v) and 
charged-delocalized (D„h) forms of CsOs^" and CeOe^' dianions were generated and 
stabilized in a hydrogen-bonded host lattice. In addition, the structures of these 
dianions were determined by X-ray crystallography.'^''^ 
The Dsh tautomer of CsOs^" has a charge-delocalized form and the measured 
C - C and C - 0 bond lengths fall in the ranges of 1.451-1.465 A and 1.241-1.254 A, 
respectively. The C2v tautomer of CsOs^" is a charge-localized form with four long 
(1.451-1.465 A) and one short (1.444 A) C - C bonds and three short (1.232-1.247 A) 
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and two long C - 0 (1.251 and 1.258 A) bonds. The Dsh and C2v structures 
correspond to the non-benzenoid aromatic and enediolate forms of the dianion, 
respectively. The measured structures of these tautomers are shown in Figure 1. In a 
recent theoretical study, Schleyer et al. studied the Dsh form of croconate dianion at 
the B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level and obtained optimized C - 0 bond length of 1.247 A 
and C-C bond length of 1.488 A. Compared to the data shown in Figure 1, the 
calculated C - C bond length deviates appreciably from the experimental results J ^ In 
addition, there has been no theoretical report on the Civ tautomer. 
Experimentally, the Dei, tautomer of the charge-delocalized C606^' has C - C 
and C - 0 bond lengths in the ranges of 1.440-1.442 人 and 1.245-1.246 人， 
respectively. On the other hand, the C2v tautomer of the charge-localized C606^" has 
five long (1.439-1.472 A) and one short (1.404 人）C-C bonds and four short (1.231-
1.246 A) and two long C - 0 (1.265 人）bonds. Once again, the Dc>h and Civ structures 
correspond to the non-benzenoid aromatic and enediolate forms of the C606^" 
dianion, respectively. Also, the C - C bond length of about 1.500 人 optimized at the 
B3LYP/6-311 +G(d) level by Schleyer et a l , is not in good agreement with 
experimental data, also shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, there has been no 
theoretical report on the Qv tautomer of CcOe^". 
In this work, our objectives are to computationally identify the 
experimentally found C2v structures of the CsOs^" and CeOe^" dianions. Additionally, 
for the Dsh and D^h structures of the dianions, we will attempt to find a theoretical 
level that would yield C - C bond lengths that are in better agreement with the 
experimental data than the previous calculated results. 
6.2 Methods of Calculation and Results 
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 98 program.'^ The 
charge-delocalized structures of the croconate and rhodizonate dianions have been 
studied at a variety of levels including HF, MP2, B3LYP，B3PW91, QCISD and 
CASSCF with a range of basis sets. The largest basis sets employed included 
6-31 +G(2df,p) and aug-cc-pvtz. • 
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In addition to studying the isolated species of the charge-localized forms of 
the croconate and rhodizonate dianions, geometry optimizations and vibrational 
frequency calculations of the charge-localized forms of the dianions were also 
carried out in the presence of counter cations, either two Na+ cations or one Ca^^ 
cation. The theoretical levels employed included HF/6-31 G(d), MP2(Full)/6-31G(d), 
B3LYP/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/6-311+G(d). 
Furthermore, geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calculations 
of the 1:1 hydrogen-bonded adduct of urea with C„0„^', with imposed Q , C2 or Civ 
symmetry, were carried out at the HF, B3LYP and MP2(Full) levels with different 
basis sets. Only the best results, obtained at the HF level, will be shown below. 
Table 1 tabulates the optimized C-C and C - 0 bond lengths of the charge-
delocalized forms of C5O52- (D5/,) and CeO^�- (De/,). Table 2 shows the results of 
Natural bond orbital (NBO) ana lys i s��of the enol tautomers CsOs^' {Civ) and C^O^' 
(C2). These NBO results were obtained from the studies of the complexes 
Ca^^lCsOs^'] (C2v) and (C2) optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. 
In Tables 3 and 4 the optimized C-C and C - 0 bond lengths of the charge-localized 
forms of C5O5 “ (C2v) and CeOe “ (Civ) are listed. The optimized C-C and C - 0 bond 
lengths of the charge-localized form of CsOs^" with a hydrogen-bonded urea with 
imposed Q , C2 or C2v symmetry are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively. 
Furthermore, the optimized C - C and C - 0 bond lengths of the charge-localized form 
2 • 
of C606 ‘ with a hydrogen-bonded urea with imposed G , C2 or C2v symmetry are 
shown in Tables 8, 9 and 10，respectively. 
Figure 1 summarizes the experimental results of the charge-localized forms 
and charge-delocalized forms of CsOs^' and CeOG '^. Figure 2 displays the computed 
results of the charge-localized form of CsOs^' (Civ) with metal cation(s) at different 
levels. Finally, the corresponding calculated results of the charge-localized form of 
CeOe^' (Cjv) with metal cation(s) are shown in Figure 3. 
6.3 Discussion 
6.3.1 Charge-Localized Forms ofCsOs' (C：,) and C^Oi' (€2^) 
The geometries of the charged-localized forms of the croconate and 
rhodizonate dianions in isolated, metal complex and hydrogen-bonded situations 
have been studied in this work. We have carried out calculations with a starting 
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model consisting of an isolated charged-localized CnOn '^ (n = 5 and 6) system with 
imposed C2v symmetry at a variety of theoretical levels, ranging from HF/ST0-3G to 
MP2(Full)/6-31+G(2df,p). The optimized C-C and C - 0 bond lengths shown in 
Tables 3 and 4 fall in very narrow ranges. In fact, if we take only three decimal 
places for these bond lengths, the optimized CsOs^" structure has Dsh symmetry, 
while the optimized C606^' structure has ^6/, symmetry, or very nearly so. In other 
words, it appears that both Cjv tautomer of the croconate or rhodizonate dianions 
cannot exist as a single entity. 
On the other hand, in the presence of either two Na+ cations or one 
Ca cation, the enol tautomer of C5O5 “ with Civ symmetry has been identified and 
their optimized structures are shown in Figure 2. The charge-localized nature of 
C5O52- is best exhibited in 
the _] complex, where we clearly see four long 
and one short C-C bonds and three short and two long C - 0 bonds, in qualitative 
agreement with the experimental range summarized in Figure 1. From the results 
obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level, the five C-C bond lengths are 1.398, 1.468 
(twice) and 1.540 (twice) A, while the C - 0 bond lengths are 1.202, 1.213 (twice) 
and 1.318 (twice) A. At the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, there is one short C-C bond 
at 1.418 A, and four long C-C bonds range from 1.463 to 1.523 A; also there are two 
long C - 0 bonds at 1.324 A and three short C - 0 bonds range from 1.225 to 1.233 A. 
These calculated results are in good agreement with the structural data found in the 
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C5O5 “ moiety of the aqiia-(croconato-0,0')-bipyridyl-copper complex, as shown 
in Figure 2. There are other experimentally found examples of CsOs^" with a metal 
cation, such as 
Fe2+[C5052-尸 and Mii^+CCsC^-尸 complexes. Since the structure of 
the CsOs^" moiety of the Cu(II) complex^' is in better agreement with our calculated 
results than the Fe(II)^^ and Mn(II)^^ complexes, we only compare our calculated 
21 
structure with the experimental data of the Cu(II) complex. Furthermore, since the 
calculated and the experimental CsOs^' dianions are in different chemical 
environments, even though both of them are under the influence of a divalent cation, 
the computationally optimized C-C and C - 0 bond lengths are slightly different from 
the experimental data. But there is no question regarding the charge-localized nature 
of the C5O52- calculated. To our knowledge, this is the first time that an enediolate 
tautomer of the croconate dianion has been computationally identified. 
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In the presence of either two Na+ cations or one Ca^"^cation, the enol taiitomer 
of C606^" with C2v and C2 symmetries have also been identified and their optimized 
structures are shown in Figure 3. The enol complex minimum has C2 symmetry, 
while those structures with symmetry are transition states or higher order saddle 
points. The charge-localized nature of C606^" is best represented in the 
complex, where we clearly see five long and one short C - C bonds and four short and 
two long C - 0 bonds, in qualitative agreement with the experimental range 口 
summarized in Figure 1. From the results obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level, 
the six C - C bond lengths are 1.405, 1.472 (twice), 1.536 (twice) and 1.542 A, while 
the C - 0 bond lengths are 1.204 (twice), 1.215 (twice) and 1.320 (twice) A. At the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, there is one short C - C bond at 1.420 A, and five long 
C - C bonds range from 1.464 to 1.522 A; also there are two long C - 0 bonds at 1.327 
A and four short C - 0 bonds range from 1.227 to 1.236 A. Moreover, the complexes 
are not exactly planar, even though they are nearly so. Since we have not found 
experimental data on the C606^' dianion having similar chemical environment as the 
calculated complex, we may not compare these calculated results with 
experimental data. 
We have also carried out an NBO analysis of the MP2 density of 
Ca2+[C„0„2-]. The results shown in Table 2 indicate that bonds C^C^ Q}o\ C^O^ 
and C O in C5O5 “ tautomer have double bond character, while all others are single 
bonds. Similarly, for the CeOg^" tautomer, bonds C i C � ， C ^ O ' ^ and 
have double bond character, while all others are single bonds. The interaction 
energy arising from the electron donation to the cr* orbital of the C'C^ bond of 
C5O52- and C^C^ bond of are larger than those for the other bonds. This may 
be the reason why the C'C^ and C '^C^ bonds are the longest. 
In addition being stabilized in the presence of counter metal cation(s), as 
shown in the previous report, the C^v tautomer of the CnOn^" dianion can also gain 
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stabilization in a hydrogen-bonded lattice, as shown in previous reports. ’ In our 
calculations on the 1:1 hydrogen-bonded aggregate of urea with CnOp^" (n = 5 and 6) 
having Cs, C2 or C2v symmetry, we obtained very similar optimized structures. More 
importantly, the CnO„^' moiety exhibits the enediolate characteristics similar to those 
observed in e x p e r i m e n t , w h e r e the the Civ tautomer of the CsOs^' dianion is 
hydrogen-bonded to three molecules of (N,N'-dimethyl)iirea and the Civ tautomer of 
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the CeOe^' dianion forms a hydrogen-bonded lattice with (3-hydroxyphenyl)urea in a 
1:2 ratio. Upon comparing our optimized bond lengths for the 1:1 hydrogen-bonded 
aggregate of urea with CnOn "^ with the experimental data summarized in Figure 1, it 
is seen that the best agreement is obtained by the relatively crude HF/3-21G(d) 
calculations for both the dianions. Higher-level computations invariably yield bond 
lengths that are too long for all the C-C bonds. 
Results of NBO analysis lend additional credence to the charge-localized 
nature of the C2v tautomers. In the 1:1 hydrogen-bonded aggregate of urea with 
C5O5 the pair of O atoms in the hydrogen-bonded ring carry a higher negative 
charge of -0.759, whereas those on the remaining three O atoms range from —0.644 
to —0.671. As a comparison, in the Dsi, tautomer of C^Os^', the charges on each 0 
and C atom are -0.716 and +0.316, respectively. Similarly, in the 1:1 hydrogen-
bonded aggregate of urea with C606^', the pair of 0 atoms in the hydrogen-bonded 
ring again have a higher negative charge (-0.734) than the remaining four 0 atoms 
(ranging from -0.582 to -0.623). On the other hand, in the Den tautomer of C606^", 
the charges on each 0 and C have are -0.656 and +0.323，respectively. There is thus 
theoretical evidence for the charge-localized forms of the croconate and rhodizonate 
dianions in a hydrogen bonding environment. 
In a complementary study, the natural charges of the X-ray structure of 
croconate dianion bounded by three (N,N'-1,3-dimethyl)urea molecules was also 
studied by NBO analysis. It was found that the pair of 0 atoms in the hydrogen-
bonded ring carry a higher negative charge of -0.790, whereas those on the remaining 
three O atoms of CsOs^' range from —0.618 to -0.691. Therefore, the charge-
localization is more pronounced in the (N，N'-l,3-dimethyl)urea adduct than that in 
the urea adduct. 
6.3.2 Charge-Delocalized Forms ofCsOs^' (D51J and CeOi' (D61J 
In Table 1, we summarize the C-C and C—0 bond lengths of the D,,/, 
tautomer optimized at a large number of theoretical levels. As can be seen in the 
results for the D油 tautomer of CsOs^', many of the optimized C-C bond lengths are 
about 0.01 to 0.03 A too long, compared to the experimental range summarized in 
Figure 1. On the other hand, the optimized C - 0 bond lengths range from 0.01 to 
0.02 A too short (for levels with relatively large basis sets such as 6-31G(d), 
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6-31+G(d), 6-311+G(d), aug-cc-pvtz, etc.) and 0.01 to 0.04 A too long (for most of 
the MP2 results). Among the 30 sets of results for CsOs^' listed in Table 1, the rather 
primitive HF/3-21G(d) level (C-C = 1.462 A and C - 0 = 1.248 A) or the much more 
sophisticated CASSCF(6,4)/3-21G(d) level (C-C = 1.460 A and C - 0 = 1.252 A) 
agree reasonably well with the experimental measurements (C-C = 1.451-1.465 A 
and C - 0 = 1.241-1.254 A).'^'^^ Our "best" computed C-C bond length is 1.458 A, 
obtained at the CASSCF(10，8)/3-21G(d) level, which takes into consideration 10 
electrons and 8 orbitals in the active space. But the C - 0 bond length optimized at 
this level is 1.261 A , which is a bit longer than the experimental range. The active 
space in this case consists of the five highest occupied orbitals and the three lowest 
virtual orbitals. 
However, for C^Oe^' tautomer, it is seen that most of the computed C - C bond 
lengths are about 1.480 to 1.500 A , while experimentally they are in the range of 
1.440-1.442 A . Our calculated results are in general agreement with those reported 
by Schleyer et a l . , but they are not in good agreement with the experimental data•丨？ 
Our "best" computed C - C bond length is 1.459 A, obtained at the CASSCF(14,8)/3-
21G(d) level. This method takes into consideration 14 electrons and 8 orbitals in the 
active space and the active space consists of the seven highest occupied orbitals and 
the one lowest virtual orbital. 
For both of the tautomers of CsOs^' and CeOe^', the NBO results obtained 
at the aforementioned "best" level reveal that there is little or no k electron 
derealization between the carbon atoms and the n electrons are mainly localized at 
the C = 0 bonds for both dianions. We have not been able to find a theoretical level 
that would have n electron clouds covering the whole ring, as expected from 
chemical intuition. 
Finally, it is mentioned that we also studied the C606^" complexes with two 
Na+ counter cations, one on top and one below the six-member ring or one Ca^ "^  on 
top of the ring. It was found that the C - C bonds become even longer. The addition 
of the counter ion(s) fails once again to delocalize the k electrons around the ring. 
6.4 Conclusion 
Ab initio and DFT calculations have been applied to study the geometries of 
croconate and rhodizonate dianions in isolated, metal complex and hydrogen-bonded 
7 2 
situations. Both the charged-localized (C2v) and charged-delocalized forms of 
the dianions have been studied. 
We have carried out calculations for an isolated charged-localized CpOn "^ (n = 
5 and 6) system with imposed Cjv symmetry at a variety of theoretical levels, ranging 
from HF/ST0-3G to MP2(Full)/6-31+G(2df,p). The optimized results are not very 
different from those for the delocalized tautomer with D„h symmetry. Thus it 
appears that the Ciy tautomer of these two dianions cannot exist as a single entity. 
Instead, this form of the dianions can exist only in the presence of counter cation(s) 
or in hydrogen-bonded networks. In such situations, the computed bond lengths of 
the dianions are generally in good agreement with the experimental measurements. 
In addition, NBO results provide further evidence for the charge-localized nature of 
these tautomers. 
For the D^h tautomer of the croconate dianion, we have found that the HF/3-
21G(d) and CASSCF(n,m)/3-21G(d) levels of theory yield C-C and C - 0 bond 
lengths that are within the experimental range. However, for the charge-delocalized 
form of the rhodizonate dianion, all the theoretical methods we have tried failed to 
yield C - C bond lengths of equal quality. In any event, our optimized Dnh structures 
for the CsOs^" and dianions are in agreement with the suggestion that 
aromaticity decreases with increasing ring size.'^ Finally, it is noted that, we have 
not been able to find a theoretical level that would have n electron clouds covering 
the whole ring. All our calculations have the n electrons mainly localized at the C=0 
bonds of the dianions. As a result, the optimized C-C bonds of the dianions are too 
long. 
6.5 Publication Note 
Two articles based on the results reported in this Chapter as well as those of 
the experimental work from Professor T.C.W. Mak's research group have been 
written up and will be submitted for publication: (1) Lam, C.-K.; Cheng, M.-F.; Li, 
C.-L.; Li, W.-K.; Mak, T.C.W., Stabilization of and C2v valence tautomeric 
forms of the croconate dianion (to be submitted); (2) Cheng, M.-F.; Li, C.-L.; Li, W.-
K.，A computational study of the charge-delocalized and charge-localized forms of 
the croconate and rhodizonate dianions, Chem. Phys. Lett, (to be submitted). 
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Figure 1. The experimental bond lengths of the charge-localized and charge-
delocalized forms of CsOs^' and CGCV—. 
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Figure 2. The computed results of the charge-localized form of CsOs^" with C2v 
symmetry at the levels of HF/6-3 lG(d) (normal font), MP2(Full)/6-
31G(d) (bracketed), B3LYP/6-31G(d) (italic font) and B3LYP/6-
311+G(d) (bold font). 
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Figure 3. The computed results of the charge-localized form of C606^" with C2v and 
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Table 1: Optimized C-C and C-O Bond Lengths of the Charge-Delocalized 
Forms of CsCV (D5,,) and CGCV- (D^n) 
Level of Theory , C s C V - � , ( A / , ) 二  
C - C ( A ) C - 0 ( A ) I . F / C - C ( A ) C - 0 ( A ) I . F . a 
HF/3-21G(d) 1.462 1.248 0 1.463 1.243 2 
HF/3-21+G(d) 1.466 1.252 0 1.472 1.245 1 
HF/6-31G(d) 1.472 1.227 0 1.483 1.218 3 
HF/6-311+G(d) 1.475 1.220 0 1.491 1.210 3 
B3 LYP/6-31G(d) 1.490 1.253 0 1.498 1.247 
B3 LYP/6-31+G(d) 1.490 1.253 
B3 L Y P / 6 - 3 I l + G ( d ) 1.488 1.246 1.501 1.239 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2df,p) 1.488 1.247 1.500 1.240 
MP2(FULL)/3-21G(d) 1.496 1.291 0 1.489 1.294 0 
MP2(FULL)/6-31G(d) 1.484 1.261 0 1.490 1.258 3 
MP2(FULL)/6-31+G(d) 1.485 1.263 2 1.493 1.259 
lVlP2(FULL)/6-311+G(d) 1.496 1.249 
QCISD/6-31+G(d) 1.486 1.257 1.499 1.250 
B3PW91/aug-cc-pvtz 1.482 1.243 1.493 1.235 
CASSCF(2,4)/3-21G(d) 1.464 1.250 0 
CASSCF(2’4)/6-31+G(d) 1.477 1.227 1.491 1.218 
CASSCF(6,4)/3-21G(d) 1.460 1.252 0 
CASSCF(6,4)/6-31+G(d) 1.492 1.216 
CASSCF(6，6)/3-21G(d) 1.458 1.260 1 
CASSCF(6,6)/6-31+G(d) 1.488 1.220 
CASSCF(6’8)/3-21G(d) 1.464 1.250 0 
CASSCF(6,8)/6-31+G(d) 1.489 1.224 
CASSCF(10,8)/STO-3G 1.502 1.261 
CASSCF(10,8)/3-21G(d) 1.458 1.261 0 1.460 1.253 
CASSCF(10,8)/3-21+G(d) 1.461 1.263 0 1.463 1.260 
CASSCF(10,8)/6-31G(d) 1.469 1.235 0 1.483 1.221 
CASSCF(10,8)/6-31+G(d) 1.473 1.233 1.486 1.226 
CASSCF(10,8)/6-311+G(d) 1.471 1.229 1.491 1.210 
C ASSCF( 10,8)/aug-cc-pvtz 1.473 1.220 
CASSCF(12’8)/3-21G(d) 1.456 1.257 0 1.462 1.246 1 
CASSCF(12，8)/3-21+G(d) 1.459 1.259 0 1.469 1.252 
CASSCF(12,8)/6-31G(d) 1.469 1.232 0 1.484 1.220 
CASSCF(12,8)/6-31+G(d) 1.471 1.231 1.489 1.218 
CASSCF(12’8)/6-311+G(d) 1.474 1.224 1.491 1.210 
CASSCF(14,8)/ ST0-3G 1.499 1.265 
CASSCF(14’8)/3-21G(d) 1.459 1.251 0 
CASSCF(14，8)/3-21+G(d) 1.468 1.251 
CASSCF(14,8)/6-31G(d) 1.484 1.220 
CASSCF(14，8)/6-31+G(d) 丨.489 1.219 
CASSCF(14,8)/6-311+G(d) 1.489 1.213 
„ . , 1.451- 1.241- 1.440- 1.245-
E 叩 t 1.465b 1.254b 1.442- 1.246-
a N u m b e r of imaginary f requency calculated at selected levels, 
b Va lues f rom ref. 18. 
e Va lues f rom ref. 17. 
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Table 2: Results of the Second-Order Perturbation Theory Analysis of the Fock 
Matrix in the NBO Analysis at the MP2(FulI)/6-31G(d) Level of the Enol 
Tautomers C5O5' (Cjv) in Ca'^ICsOs' ] and Q C V (C2) in Ca'+fQCV j 
Donor NBO Acceptor NBO (kcal mol'') 
^ B D t t C V BDTT* C W / C^O^ 
L F t t O ^ B D o * C ' C ^ / C ' C ^ 2 6 . 8 
60 ^ ^ ^ 丨V LVttO'/ O^ BDa*C'C^/C'C^ 28.6 
i f T ^ LFttOV BDo* C^CV C^C^ 24.7 
\ / / LP;rO9/Oi0 BDa^C^cV C^C' 19.5 
U W / O'O BD;r* C'C'/ c ' c ' 57.7 
80^ / 90 BDti* C^OV C^O^ BD炉 C1O6 204.0 
BD；^ C V BD;r* C^O^ / C^O^ 135.6 
9 BD;rC'C^ BDTf 34.8 
O LPttOVO^ BD;r* C'C^ 56.0 
O j J o~ LP;r07/08 B D a * C ' c V c ^ C ^ 17.2 
LP ;r 0^/0 ' ° BDO^C'CVC^C^ 22.5 
II LP;rO9/Oi0 BDo^ C^C^ / C^C^ 26.7 
LP;rO"/Oi2 BDo* C^C^ / C V 24.5 
L P ; r 0 " / 0 ' ^ BDo^ C^C^ 25.7 
O BD;r* C'C^ BD;r* C^OVC^O'® 180.0 
^ BD;r* C^O^ / C^O'Q BD;r* C ' o " / C^O'^ 149.0 
“ The second-order perturbation stabilization energies. 
8 0 
H 
7 � / 90 
Table 3: Optimized C - C and C - O Bond Lengths* of the Charge-Localized 
Form ofCsOs^" (Czv) 
Level of Theory C^C '^ C'^ C^ C^C^ C'O^ C^O' C^O'"' I i p I  
(A) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) • 
HF/ST0-3G 1.494826 1.494909 1.494800 1.264735 1.264750 1.264682 0 
HF/3-21G(d) 1.462797 T.462855 1.462812 1.24850T 1.248456 “ 1.248426 T ~ 
HF/3-21+G(d) 1.466508 1.466570 1.466516 1 . 2 5 2 7 5 ^ 1.252743 1.252684 0 
HF/6-3 lG(d) 1.472719 ~1.472713 "T472723 1.227288 1 . 2 2 7 2 ^ 1.227292 0 
HF/6-31+G(d) 1.476345 "T.476340 T476362 1.22584^" 1.225848 “ 1.225848 " T ~ 
HF/6-3 ll+G(d) 1.475215 ~1.475212 "T475225 1.220894 1.220894 1.220894~ 0 ~ 
B3 LYP/3-21G(d) 1.484892 "1.484843 1.484845 1 .27347T 1.273252 “ 1.273390 ~ 0 ~ 
B3 LYP /3-21+G(d) 1.483551 "7.483441 1.483486 1 .27897T 1.279090 “ 1.279084 ~ 0 ~ 
B3 LYP/6 -31G(d) 1.490359 "7.490331 1.490227 1 . 2 5 3 7 0 ^ 1.253613 “ 1.253712 ~ 0 ~ ~ 
B3 LYP/6 -31+G(d) 1.490305 "1.490215 1.490157 1.253115~ 1.253111 “ 1.253178 ~ 0 ~ 
B3 LYP 76 -3 l l+G(d) 丨 . 4 8 8 ^ 1.488487— 1.488403 " 1.246756 ~ 2 4 6 7 4 6 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 1.487339 ~1.487238 T 4 8 7 2 4 4 1.264625 1 . 2 6 4 5 ^ 1.264653 2 _ 
MP2(FULL)/6-31G(d) 1.484741 T"484767 1.484756 1 . 2 6 1 3 ^ 1.261287 1.261307 Q 
MP2(FULL)/6-311+G(d) 1 . 4 8 7 1 " ^ 1.487072— 1.487055 "1.253567 ~ 2 5 3 5 1 2 T 2 ^ 6 0 2  
MP2(FULL)/ 6-31+G(2df,p) 1.478737 1.478693— 1.478643 1.249415 1.249310 T 2 4 9 4 1 5  
B3PW91/6-31+G(2df’p) 1.485612 1.485565 1.485360 1.244547 1.244520 1.244606 0  
* The calculated bond lengths (in A) shown here have six significant figures, instead of the 
usual three, af ter the decimal point. This is because, if we only report three significant 
figures after the decimal points, the optimized Ci,, geometry cannot be distinguished from the 






Table 4: Optimized C - C and C-O Bond Lengths* of the Charge-Localized 
Form of QCV- (Civ) 
Level o f Theory C ' C ^ C ' C ^ C^C^ C^C^ C ' O ^ C^O''' C^O" I r p I  
(A) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) • • 
HF/ST0-3G 1.502643 1.502596 1.502635 1.502651 1.261288 1.261301 1.261252 
HF/3-21G(d) 1.463138 1.463082 1.463120 1.46315^ 1.243254~ 1.243267 1.243221 ~ 
HF/3-21+G(d) 1.473017 1.472955 "T472992 1.473026 1.245254 1 . 2 4 5 2 ^ 1.245205 j 
HF/6-31G(d) 1.483744 1.483726 1.483736 1 . 4 8 3 7 ^ 1.218573— 1.218574 1.218557 ~ 1 
HF/6-31+G(d) UiL508 "T491492 1.491502 1.4915"!^ 1.215897— 1.215894 1.215880 ~ ~ 3 ~ 
HF/6-311+G(d) M91305 "7.491291 ~T491302 1.491314 1 . 2 1 0元1 . 2 1 0 6 9 6 1 . 2 1 0 6 7 ^ _ 3 
B3 LYP/3-21G(d) 1.482658 ~1.482614 "T482578 1.482448 1 . 2 7 0 8 i 1.270887 1.270884 
B3 LYP /3-21+G(d) 1.487283 "T487076 1.487129 1 . 4 8 6 9 ^ 1.274976— 1.275007 1.275045 “ ~ 0 ~ 
B3 L Y P / 6 - 3 丨 G(d) 1.498288 1.498172 1.498181 1 . 4 9 8 i f 1.247298— 1.247316 1.247315 ~ 1 ~ 
B3 LYP /6-31+G(d) "T.501662 "T501686 1.501494 1.246078 1.246044 1 . 2 4 6 0 8 [ _ 3 
B3 LYP/6-311+G(d) ~T.5Q0766 "T500767 1.500701 1.239402 1.239371 � . 2 3 9 4 0 ^ — 3 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 1.496055 ~ 1.496027 ~1 .496067 ~1~496029 ~ T 2 6 1 0 3 0 1.261018 1 . 2 6 1 0 ^ 
MP2(FULL)/6-31G(d) 1.490905 1.490914 1.490915 1 . 4 9 0 9 ^ 1.258534— 1.258533 1.258531 ~ ~ 3 ~ 
MP2(FULL)/6-311+G(d) 1.496672 ~ 4 9 6 6 8 0 1.496661 1.496679 1 . 2 4 9 7 i 1.249764 1.249760 
MP2(FULL)/ 6-31+G(2df,p) 1.487596 1 7 4 8 7 7 5 8 1.487539 1.487533 1 . 2 4 5 3 " ^ 1.245365 1.245411 
B3PW91/6 -3 丨+G(2df，p) 丨.496443 1.496326 1.496345 1.496251 1.237395 1.237350 1.237409 3 — 
* The calculated bond lengths (in A) shown here lave six significant figures, instead of the 
usual three, af ter the decimal point. This is because, if we only report three significant 
f igures af ter the decimal points, the optimized C2�’ geometry cannot be distinguished from the 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Since conclusions have been made for each project in the respective chapter, 
we will not, in this final chapter, specifically comment on the individual chemical 
systems studied in this work. On the other hand, different models of theory, 
Gaussian-3 (G3MP2) and Gaussian-3 (G3), as well as other high-level methods 
including CASSCF, QCISD(T), etc., have been employed to study the structures and 
energetics of several interesting systems. We will now remark on the relative merits 
of these models. 
In this thesis, we have employed the G3 and G3(MP2) models of theory to 
study the structures and energetics of azine series, boron hydrides and mono-, di-, tri-
and tetra-/e/Y-butylmethane. Combining with the experimental results, good to 
excellent agreements between the G3 and G3(MP2) results and experimental values 
are observed in most cases. In addition, we have used the B3LYP and MP2 levels of 
theory to study the Diels-Alder reactivity and aromaticity of acenes. Although, few 
experimental data for the Diels-Alder reactions involving acenes are available for 
comparison, our mechanistic results shed light on the reaction pathways involved in 
the studied Diels-Alder reactions. Finally, it is noted that the HF and CASSCF 
methods appear to be the best ways to identify the charge-localized and -delocalized 
forms of croconate and rhodizonate dianions. 
Since most of the calculated results obtained in this work are in good 
agreements with the available experimental data, and, based on the previous 
successes for the methods employed, the unexpected large discrepancies between 
experimental and calculated results for some quantities reported in this thesis may 
not be due to the failure of the theoretical model. Rather, these discrepancies suggest 
that the experimental results may be inaccurate and deserve re-examination. The 
notable exception to this general comment is the charge-delocalized form of 
rhodizonate dianion. We have applied more than 35 methods to optimize the 
structure of this species, and all of them are unable to yield a description with n 





The Gaussian-3 Theoretical Model 
The mathematical detail of the Gaussian-3 (G3) methodology as well as the 
variant of the G3 method, G3(MP2), are presented below. 
A.l The G3 Theory 
The G3 energies are the approximation of the energy calculated at the ab 
initio QCISD(T)/G3large level. It involves geometry optimization at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. Also, vibrational frequency calculations at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level for the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE), thermal 
corrections, and a semi-empirical higher-level correction (HLC) are required. Based 
on the optimized geometry, several single-point energy calculations are performed, 
and the G3 energy are given as follow. 
The G3 energy: 
E(G3) = Ebase + AE(QCI) + AE(+) + AE(2df) + AE(G3 large) + AE(SO) + 0.9661 x 
ZPVEMP2 + HLCG3, (1 ) 
where Ebase = E[MP4SDTQ/6-31 G(d)]， 
AE(QCI) = E[QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) - MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(+) = E[MP4SDTQ/6-31+G(d) - MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(2df) = E[MP4SDTQ/6-31G(2df,p) - MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)]， 
AE(G3large) = E[MP2(full)/G3large - MP2/6-31 G(2df ,p)-
MP2/6-31+G(d) + MP2/6-31G(d)], 
Z P V E M P 2 = Z P V E a t M P 2 ( F u l l ) / 6 - 3 1 G ( d ) , 
H L C G 3 = - 6 . 3 8 6 x 1 0 % — 2 . 9 7 7 x 1 a n d 
- 6 . 2 1 9 x 1 0 % - 1.185xl0"\;7a-«p) 
for molecular and atomic species, respectively. Here n �> n^ and ria 
and are the numbers of a and p valence electrons, respectively. 
AE(SO) is spin-orbit correction for atomic species, and is taken from 
experiment or accurate theoretical calculations in the case where no 
experimental data are available. 
9 0 
A.2 The G3(MP2) Theory 
In the G3(MP2) procedure, the basis-set-extension corrections is obtained at 
MP2 level, instead of the MP4 level in G3, thus eliminating the MP4 calculations: 
The G3(MP2) energy: 
E ( G 3 ( M P 2 ) ) = E [ Q C I S D ( T ) / 6 - 3 1 G ( d ) ] + A E M P 2 + A E ( S O ) + 0 . 9 6 6 1 x Z P V E M P 2 
+ H L C G 3 M P 2 ， ( 2 ) 
where AEmp2 = E[MP2/G3MP21arge - MP2/6-3 lG(d)], 
HLCg3mp2 = - 9 . 7 2 9 x 1 0 % - 4.471 and 




Calculation of Enthalpy at 298 K, H298 
The theoretical energies obtained with the Gaussian-n methods refer to 
isolated molecules at 0 K with stationary nuclei, while thermochemical 
measurements are carried out with vibrating molecules at finite temperature, usually 
298 K. Hence, comparison of theoretical results with experimental data normally 
requires zero-point vibrational energy and thermal corrections. From statistical 
mechanics, and assuming ideal gas behavior, the difference between the enthalpy at 
finite temperature {HJ) and the energy at 0 K {Eq) is given by 
= A/ans + Et 似 + A^t'"" + RT 
where 五丁咖=(3/2)RT, 
Et似=(3/2)RT (for a non-linear molecule) 
Et似=RT (for a linear molecule) or 0 (for an atom) 
A Z7 vib _ 17 vib 77 vib 
iXrLj — iLj — £Lq 
3/1-6 h v 
= y ‘ ，where v,，s are scaled harmonic frequencies. 
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